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Reflective Words for Memorial Day,
1974, are still apropos for July pondering as we celebrate the anniversary of
our country's independence and Canadian neighbors observe Dominion Day.
We are the richest people on the earth,
living in a corner of our universe that is
rich in natural resources. And as one
speaker reminded us, we are constantly
seeking more, for us, rather than seeking to share what we possess. We'd like
to relate this, too, to our square dance
activity.
Two •major square dance groups,
having met once in a searching and organizing way, plan to meet again this
spring of 1975. Both are increasing
their size, encouraging greater participation by a greater representation of
callers, leaders and dancers.
An activity, like a country, comes
to maturity when it is ready to share
what has gone before in its growing
stages, and what is "on tap" at the
present stage of development. This kind
of sharing enriches the future.
Legacy trustees and Callerlab members are responding to the question,
"What now can we do for square dancing?" rather than "What will Legacy or
Callerlab do for me?" Concern for the
present directions and future survival
of the square dance activity is uppermost in their minds.
Leaders who have special training in
music, voice, recreation, education and
communication are planning the best
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ways to increase others' knowledge and
abilities, especially newcomers, and to
channel square dancing into productive; beneficial directions. All do not agree; all will never agree. Both Legacy
and Callerlab meetings were celebrations of diversity where many participants agreed to disagree, and went on
to plan ways to work together.
Communications media are needed
to promote these meetings, to help pinpoint problems, to offer possible solutions, but they will not be able to solve
the problems. Everyone must be caught
up in ACTION if anything is to be accomplished. While editors of square
dance magazines sounded the clarion
calls that convened Legacy and Callerlab. they will phase out of key leadership rolls in the future, acting rather
as consultants and communicators. For
a few years, the groups and the editors
will seem closely linked. But the time
will soon arrive when Callerlab, Legacy
and the three major square dance magazines will go their separate ways, progressing to full growth and independence under the guidance of the many
capable leaders all over the continent.
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and her friends really enjoy dancing
and feel it is the best over. Then your
magazine came and it featured our
story, and to top off the day, our
daughter and son-in-law came home to
let us celebrate our daughter's birthday. The sun is bright, the sky is blue,
and what a perfect day to be thankful
just to be alive. S000 — my sincere
thanks to all of you for making my
life filled with gratitude.
I'm looking forward to Chicago in
1975. . .
Earle Park
York ton, Saskatchewan
Re: May '74 issue, Page 63, "Steal
A Little Peek," Stew who?
Your magazine is not just getting
older, it's getting better.
Bob & Mary Brennan
Livonia, Michigan
ED. NOTE: Sorry about the omission
of Stew Shacklette's last name. We
goofed'
Thank you for publishing our news
about the Buckaroo Benefit Square
Dance, the March 17 Helping Hand
Dance, in the May issue of your magaAnne Kopp
zine.
Cheltenham, Pennsylvania
My June copy of American Squaredance just arrived this afternoon and
on page nine you have written up the
message on Tolerance I gave to British
Columbia. Thank you for the unexpected surprise. It was very nice of you
to do this and feel that perhaps the
message was of some significance.
This seems to be a month of wonderful surprsies for us. One week ago,
the local paper published my comments on the Callerlab Convention
held in St. Louis. This week in Letters
to the Editor, a non-square dancer
from out of town gave the write-up a
great deal of praise and urged more
people to join the activity. He feels he
is too old (at around 70). But it was
nice. Then last night one of the little
folk who dance on Tuesday nights
gave me a nice letter, stating how she
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We will appreciate it if you will ask
Jim Kassel to give "Mike and Monitor"
credit for the "Jacks Are Better To
Open" article by Chuck Stinchcomb,
which he used in his Challenge Chatter
column . . . . We worked a long time
to get Chuck to write the article, which
we thought was unusually interesting.
I imagine someone clipped the article
and sent it to Jim and he didn't know
where it came from.
American Squaredance has always
been an outstanding magazine and it
continues to get better with each issue.
Leon Booth
Alexandria, Virginia
ED. NOTE: Thanks for the kind words.
We thank "Mike and Monitor" for the
reprint of Chuck's article, the second
half of which is in this month's "Challenge Chatter." We hope our readers
too will find it "unusally interesting."

FUN 'N SUN
Travel Trailer Park
41.

RIO GRANDE VALLEY
SAN BENITO, TEXAS
Dance from November
to April

t

RAYMOND (Ray) SMITH, Resident Caller
Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced
Beginner Classes start NOW!
Write for brochures:
Hank Stanley
Fun 'N Sun
San Benito, Texas

Open Dance
Once A Week
1300 Full Hook-ups
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It is with great jubilation and clangof symbols that I testify here and now
that OLD FASHIONED NEIGHBORLINESS IS NOT DEAD!
Far from it. I can vouch for it vociferously. I can bear witness to an eyeopening incident in upstate New York
which contains all the ingredients of
cooperation, concern, and DOWNRIGHT UPRIGHTNESS that one could
hope for in a time when those noble
qualities are reportedly on the wane.
On the very last day of May, 1974,
6

just before noon, I stood in the lobby
of the airport terminal in Albany, completely dejected. Little did I know that
fate was about to bring together a
group of us in a similar "boat", all adrift in a sea of unconcern.
It had been a long, frustrating morning. I had left home at eight, bound for
the Cleveland airport, with a moderate
modicum of time to spare, clutching
my customary accordianish packet of
flight tickets. I was programmed for
Saranac Lake in the Adirondacks, to do
my dance thing there that very night.
Then, lo and behold, complications
ensued and I came unglued. Turnpike
road repair. All traffic detoured. Fifteen minutes delay. Still time to make
the Cleveland Albany flight. An accident barely five minutes from the terminal. Further traffic delay. Hurry,
Stan. Flight still in sight. Slide thrill
But I lost round one. The great grey
Allegheny albatross had taken wing as
I arrived.
"Get me on the very next flight to
Albany."
"There are no more direct flights,
sir. (His words hung over me like
Democle's sword.) But we have a flight
to Philadelphia in an hour, and you can
catch a flight from there to Albany."
So I took the roundabout route, a
bit apprehensive that I had already
missed my connection from Albany to
Saranac Lake, but hopeful that I could
buy a later passage northward if there
was one to be had. There wasn't one
to be had. I had had it, brother!
And there I stood, in the center of
the lobby of the terminal of the airport

of Albany, sputtering so much in my
gruesome, gargoylish pose, I expect
some juvenile passersby mistook me
for part of the permanent decorations
there, and their more mature counterparts certainly pegged me as an aborigine of a South Pacific archipelago,
mumbling the incantations of an unfamiliar ritual.
It was bad enough that only a
couple of planes each day fly from
Albany to the Saranac region. But on
top of that, these puddle-jumpin'
flights are erratic and sometimes get
cancelled for no reason. And when
they do go, they only carry nineteen
people, plus one and a half pilots, and
a rabbit whose great, great, great
grandbunny rode with Lindbergh across the Atlantic, for luck.
I begged for a ticket, but the agent
could only put me on "standby". Being on "standby" is like being a dehydrated bullfrog standing in line at a
tub-sized watering hole behind thirteen
camels and a hippopotamus.
Next, I checked every car rental
business in the phone book and in the
airport. No cars available, except a
couple that would rent for a small fortune, providing you were Episcopalian,
owned a yacht, and gave blood six
times a year to the Red Cross.
What was left? Hitchhiking? Walking? Calling my host and saying I
couldn't make it after all? Threefourths of the journey was behind me.
There must be a way!
Perhaps I mumbled something about my malady of "noflightitis" as I
stood there. Perhaps my expression
gave away my perplexity. At any rate,
I turned to face her, as a kind-faced
stranger, a woman slightly older than
I, asked if I was having trouble getting
a flight to Saranac.
"Yes," I moaned.
"Maybe we can help you. My husband is checking on getting a charter
flight. Would you want to share it?
He'll be right back."
She was an oasis in the desert. A
lighthouse on a stormy sea. A candle in
a cave.

Presently her husband returned.
They were Dr. and Mrs. (Mary and
John) Treiber, of Garden City, New
York. We chatted amiably, examining
options toward our similar objective of
getting to Saranac Lake that afternoon.
The private flight was too costly, it
developed. But one rental car company
had one flashy new Monte Carlo they'd
let go north for a day if I'd have it back
to them early the next day. Sold. We
were on our way! I would have driven
a Jeep at that point.
As I started to sign the rental papers, chatting with the Treibers, a
bearded face seemed to appear from
nowhere, belonging to Herb Simons of
Philadelphia, and he asked if he and
his wife Gayle could also ride along
with us and share expenses.
What a happy coincidence, I
thought. The company would be stimulating, and the fare for one person
would now be easily bearable. Furthermore, the flexibility of having
"wheels" was a plus-factor. You could
say that all five of us were AUTOMATED.
Both couples were personable,
charming and the conversation was
spirited. It was as if we had known one
another since Alexander Graham Bell
relayed a "deucey" to his creditors,
and claimed he was overcharged.
John Treiber is a dentist in Garden
City and the two of them were bound
for Saranac to catch a daughter's graduation from Paul Smith (private school)
and a couple of fish also, if time allowed. Herb teaches "persuasive
speech" to students who seek the art

of elocution, and Gayle is an accomplished musician. Both of them speak
the folk music/folk arts/folk dancing
language, so we had a kind of kinship
in that broad field.
There was much to talk about. They
got off at a big country resort in Bolton
Landing on Lake George, where Herb
was to attend a POLLSTERS convention. No kidding — you may not know
this — guys like Gallup and Harris and
their crews regularly retreat like this
to sorta "sew up the canvass biz", I
suppose. That makes me wonder if a
pollster at a pollster's convention ever
polls another pollster. I forgot to ask.
Too soon our interlude ended. Our
trails had crossed, ever so fleetingly,
and we drifted off like ships in the
night, never to reunite. Just five human
beings brought together for a split second in the vastness of time and space
by a common problem! By cooperative
effort the problem was dissipated, and
in the process a tiny measure of joy
penetrated the loneliness aura that surrounds many of us who travel; and
best of all, the five of us (individually)
reinforced our concept, however idealistic, of what the best side of human
behavior can really be. See why I like
this travel game?
The subscription dance in that area
(actually in Lake Placid) was worth every minute spent getting there. Nice to
stay with the Schellers and to see the
Bakers again. Great visit to that Olympic area where square dancing is growing faster 'n you can streak down a
bobsled run!
Again I've gotten long-winded and
can only mention in passing the nice
receptions I had in places like Hilton,
N. Y. (Next time I gotta visit the
Friendly Inn); Penn Yan, N. Y. (on
the knuckle of a finger lake); Beckley,
W. Va. (best stage decorations I ever
saw); Charleston, W. Va. (wild, wonderful and humid); and Canajoharie,
N. Y. (Peach Blossom festival, biggest
little event of its kind, working with
such great calling birds as Johnston,
Leger, Howard, Dempster); plus a good
dozen locations in Ohio.
8

American Squaredance Subscription Dances
McGUIRE AFB, N.J., Friday, July 5
Contact: Bob Spivacke
BLUFFTON, IN., Monday, July 8
Contact: Woody Wood
CHEROKEE VILLAGE, ARK., July 25
Contact: Clarence Scarbrough
MINERVA, N.Y., Wednesday, August 14
Contact: Bill & Mary Jenkins
ST. PAUL, MN., Tuesday, August 27
Contact: Mike Driscoll
O'FALLON, ILL., Friday, August 30
Contact: AI Severn
BEREA, OHIO, September 23
Contact: Ron Schneider
SALT LAKE CITY, UT., area. October 4
Contact: Israel Wilson
TOLEDO, OHIO, Sunday, October 13
Contact: Jim & Mary Batema
QUINCY, ILL., Tuesday, October 22
Contact: Bob & Pet Surface
KANE, PENNSYLVANIA, November 17
Contact: Barbara Myers
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA, December 12
Contact: Paul Childers
MACON, GEORGIA, January 10, 1975
Contact: Jim Tyler
PENN YAN, N.Y., January 23, 1975
Contact: Don Smith
TIFTON, GEORGIA, Friday, Jan. 31, 1975
Contact: Ed Hawkins
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA., February 7, 1975
Contact: Larry Lawson
COLUMBUS, OHIO, Thursday, Feb. 13, 1975
Contact: Morrie & Betty Diamond
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, Mar. 1, 1975
Contact: Bob & Jane Jaffrey
WESLACO, TEXAS, Sunday, March 9, 1975
Contact: Charles Lillagore
CHARLESTON, W.V., Friday, March 14
Contact: Erwin Lawson
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA, April 24, 1975
Contact: Bob & Lorrie Morrison
SPRINGDALE, ARK., Thurs. May 22, 1975
Contact: Dub Hayes
CHARDON, OHIO, Sept. 12, 1975
Contact: Ray Marsch

(WHETHER IT'S A SALAD
OR A SQUARE DANCE)
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Maier It
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by Ginny Trimble
Tacoma, Washington

Square dancing is one of our most
refreshing and relaxing hobbies and
forms of entertainment. This activity is
a part of our heritage — a part of which
we are very proud. Therefore, I feel
this is the time to discuss what to and
what not to wear at a square dance or
any other square dance function.
Let us begin with the classes. As the
new classes are getting underway, we
should give them, the class members,
some understanding as to what type of
clothing they will be expected to wear
that will be most comfortable and suitable to square dancing. By getting this
information out early in the game by
club members, the caller's wife and
and caller can avoid embarassment
for the caller and new class members.
The caller and his wife and all of the
club members who go out to help at a
class should always be dressed in square
dance attire, as the class members look
to these people for guidance. However,

I learned at the convention in Salt Lake
City at the Callers' Seminar that Jerry
Helt, for one, starts his class by wearing just plain street clothes — then each
week adds a bit of the square dance
costume; first week a western tie, then
a belt, shirt, pants, boots, etc. These
callers feel this method makes the class
members more comfortable to begin
with.
No one should feel forced into buying square dance clothes. If the new
dancer feels real joy and pleasure in
the activity, he will want to wear the
clothes that go with it. Until that time,
the ladies should be encouraged to
wear cotton full-skirted dresses or a
flared skirt and cotton blouse and comcortable low-heeled shoes — not "tennie-runners." The gentlemen should
wear neat pants and a cool long-sleeved
shirt and comfortable shoes. By the
time the class graduates, every dancer
9

who plans to continue dancing should
be in square dance costume.
The "Square Dance Code of Dress"
has been inherited from our forefathers
and modified to fit the curent trend —
within certain limitations, of course.
When we leave home and are seen on
the streets in our square dance attire —
people know where we are headed — a
special kind of dance.
Many of us attended our state festival in Tacoma — about 3100 of us.
Last year we had 17,139 people
(841 from Washington — we were fifth
highest in attendance) at the Convention in Salt Lake City. What sets us
apart from all other types of conventions or meetings such as the Rotary,
Elks, or Chamber of Commerce? I am
not talking about our dancing. When
another type of a convention comes to
a city, you might find a few more people on the streets but other than perhaps a badge that they might be wearing, can you tell them apart from any
person on the street? When a
square dance event comes to town, you
know right away — we wear our square
dance clothes. One of the best advertising media for our hobby is being
seen in our very best square dance costumes, always in good taste.
Now, what is good taste? For the
lady, the dress should be of a style and
color becoming to her and never
shorter than just at the knee or just above the knee. The short, short dress
may be the style for street wear and on
most women would look all right, but
the short square dance dress becomes
even shorter with petticoats beneath
it and really — we aren't in this fun
hobby for a "leg show," are we? True
when we dance skirts flare out, but we
are moving fast and the skirt flares out
and drops down again. I realize it may
be hard for the teens to understand and
accept the longer skirt length. Take a
good look, kids — do you really like
what you see? Again, for normal street
wear or other affairs, the short skirt is
fine but it does not look good on the
square dance floor. Just do some real
10

hard thinking on this problem and I
think you will see what I mean. When
you are at a dance, look around you,
you will see the skirt that is longer (about to the knee) flares better and
looks much more graceful when dancing.

"Underpinnings" — girls, watch that
neckline of your dress and be sure your
undergarments are concealed. If, when
you are dressed, a strap shows here or
there, pins are wonderful little things.
Anchor the showing strap in place. I
think nothing can spoil a beautiful
dress quicker than underthings showing.
Full slips, that make your skirt stand
out, are very important. If your slip is
limpish, and I still can't seem to find a
way to really rejuvenate one the way I
like, use two or three. If you do this, be
careful of color coordination. Also,
have your slips half to one inch shorter
then the skirt, and if the dress is sheer,
you should wear a half slip. A full gored
skirt of a heavier fabric of the same or
contrasting color is good.
A very important part of the cos
tume is the type of "panties" worn. If
you wear the pettipants, be sure they
are white or the right color to match or
blend with the dress and be sure they
do not show below the dress or petticoat. If you wear the sissie britches and
stockings, be sure you wear the panty-

hose that have the heavier part far enough up that it does not show below
the panties. If you feel you must wear a
girdle or garter belt to hold stockings
up, then PLEASE wear the longer pettipants to cover the garters and stocking tops. Some of the ladies wear a
straight, regular slip instead of pettipants. Have you ever stopped to think
that when you whirl and your skirt
flares out and one sees the straight
slip, it is your UNDERWEAR that is
showing. If you were to wear the
pettipants and these show, it is only
part of the costume! Just think about
it a little. The fancy, lace pettipants or
ones that match your dress look much
nicer than a plain, straight, slip. Remember, we are making a BIG impression on the public.

Our shoes play as important a part
to our dress as any other piece of
clothing. The little, flat slipper the
square dancers started out with was for
comfort and safety. No heel to turn an
ankle on or slip on. However, today
some of the little slippers can be pretty
dangerous. If you cannot wear flat
shoes, there are styles today in the regular shoe store very much like the
square dance shoe only with the conventional sole, arch and a bit of a heel.
The square dance shoe companies are
coming out with a shoe with a small
heel now, too. "Shoe Makeup" will
make any shoe match any outfit or restore a tired, old pair of shoes. Be comfortable, but look nice. Tennis shoes
do not fit the bill.
No, I haven't forgotten the men.
But what is there to say? Not too
much, really. It is not really necessary
to have western cut pants or shoes, but
it adds to the fun and spirit of things.
Always wear neat, clean, well-pressed

pants. Your shirt should be of a material you can wear comfortably that
matches or is well coordinated with
your partner's dress. The Square Dance
Code for the man's shirt is western cut,
long sleeves. Now comes the good old
question — why the long sleeves? It
makes for a more formal look and most
men perspire more than the ladies, and
a wet. sticky arm is no fun to grab.
Your tie should blend with the rest of
the costume — matching or contrast-

ing. There are all kinds of ties — clip
on, bolo, string, fancy and plain ones.
The trend for shoes is the western
boot. Some like more of a heel than
others. This is not necessary however.
If you wish to wear street shoes, this is
your prerogative. The important thing
is to be comfortable, yet look neat.

I am going to say something now
that may offend some of you. I do not
mean this as a personal affront to anyone — however
I am referring to
the HAT. It is my thinking and training that a hat is not worn indoors and
never on the dance floor. Granted —
the hat is a status symbol for some of
you callers, but when you are dancing,
you really should remove it. To see a
man on the dance floor with a hat on
shows a bit of crudeness and bad taste.
Let's keep our square dancing and
square dance attire on a high level.
Let your manner of dressing indicate the joy and love you feel for this
best of all recreational activities'
11

CALLER-LEADER
DIRECTORY

CALLERS,
LEADERS,
BOTH

Cecil Albery
3651 Kitzmiller Rd.
New Albany, Ohio 43054

ARE
INVITED
INQUIRE
ABOUT

Perry Bergh (605-758-2427)
Rt. 1
Florence, South Dakota 57235

LISTING
NAMES
AND

Any time — Any where!

ADDRESSES

Bringing the HI and HO from OHio

Bob & Lorrie Morrison
1926 Fairmont Pkwy.
Erie, Pa. 16510
Harmony, Will travel anywhere

Mal "Yikes" Cameron
RFD 1, Box 97A
Deerfield, N.H. 03037

Ken Oppenlander
319 S. 6th St.
Manhattan, Ks. 66502

The Square Dance Calling D.J.

AND
"NATIONAL"

TO

Traveling Fri. & Sat., East & North

Stan Burdick
Box 788 A
Sandusky, Ohio 44870

"LOCAL"

ON THIS
PAGE

Festivals, Clubs, Workshops

Jim Cholmondeley
115 Berkley Drive
Florence, Ky. 41042

Randy Page
363 New London Tpk.
Norwich, Ct. 06360

Need dates! SW June/July; East Oct./Nov.

Call Randy, he's handy!

Dale S. Eddy
110 Sunset Lane
Marietta, Ohio 45750

Russ Perf ors
992 Tioga Trail
Willoughby, Ohio 44094

Traveling Full Time

Rustle your bustle with Russell!

Dave & Shirley Fleck
3444 Orchard Trail Drive
Toledo, Ohio 43606

Rip Riskey (517-339-2946)
1852 Lyndhurst Way
Haslett, Michigan 48840

Offering rounds for dancing pleasure!

Calling Designed with Dancing in Mind

Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd., Rt. 10
Midland, Michigan 48640

Gene Webster
1803 Heather Lane
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452

Now Traveling Full Time

Open dates — western style

Willie Harlan
P.O. Box 338
Vinita, Oklahoma 74301

Bob Wickers
P.O. Box 729
Manchester, Mo. 63011

For the best in square dancing

Traveling full time anywhere

Jim Harris
RFD 5, Box 182
Norwich, Conn. 06360

Web Witter
2904 Northeast Dr.
Austin, Texas 78723

Square 'em up with the Clinton man!

Need dates, East: Oct., Nov., 1974

Dave "Hash" Hass
P.O. Box 5
East Hampton, Conn. 06424

Clyde Wood (453-2137)
3210 N.E. 39th St.
Kansas City, Mo. 64117

NOW booking for 75-76!

Open dates — You ring, I'll sing!

Bob Holup
1237 South 5th St.
Wausau, Wis. 54401

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken, Ks. 67556

Clubs, workshops, festivals

74-76 Calendar Available—vinyl cover
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by Mae Woodruff
Tucson, Arizona

-DANCER, THAT IS
As a teacher, I have found square
dancing to be one of the most delightful ways of stimulating interest in my
pupils. As many educators have proclaimed, "Interest is the difference between a drop-out and a graduate".
Without interest there is little learning.
I used square dancing as an approach
to the study of state culture. As an example, we learned the "Texas Star"
when we were studying about Texas.
The "Virginia Reel" was a delightful
dance to begin our study of the
Virginias.
In English classes, we wrote letters
to schools of other states offering to
exchange our "Texas Star" record for
their favorite square dance record
which would help us in our study of
their state. In this way, we soon had a
nice record collection, learned to write
more interesting letters, and gained
many pen pals from other states.
One afternoon as my class was
headed for our Square Dance Club
which met every Friday in the gym, I
heard a little girl from another class
say to one of my little pupils, "Your
teacher is just a Square!"
"Yeah!" agreed my pupil happily,
"She's a square . .. dancer!" Then she

ran up to hold my hand as we walked
on to the gym.
One day, after much interest was
shown in a new dance, I began thinking. "Why can't some of this enthusiasm over square dancing rub off in my
arithmetic class."
One afternoon we returned a little
early from our class and Susan said,
"We have time for some trick problems. May Joe Dan and I go first?"
"Fine", I exclaimed, reaching for my
stack of trick problem cards. Then,
without thinking, I said, "First couple
out with a great big smile".
Susan and Joe Dan popped up and
started for the board. "Stop in the
center and swing a little while", I
called. They began to swing and the
kids started giggling. "Hey! That's a
square dance!" cried Phillip. "Neat!"
cried Fred as he hopped up on a desk
for a better view. "On to the blackboard — don't be slow . . . Susan and
Joe Dan were following my instructions as well as they followed the
square calls.
"Take a piece of chalk and . . .
Do-Sa-Do." I looked at my trick
card — "Write down a number . . .
think about tricks, now multiply that
13

number by a little ol' six . . .
Suddenly and shrilly, the dismissal
bell rang. Everyone was elated — the
kids were happy because they were interested. I was happy because I suddenly realized there could be a tie-in
with arithmetic and square dancing.
I spent the week-end completing
the call I had begun, using the trick
problem as a base. This was just a beginning. Each new call that I came up
with was tested over and over. By the
end of the year I had twenty calls, and
there was so much interest among my
pupils that I decided to submit the
calls to a publisher.
This was not an overnight affair —
after several heart-rendering rejections,
I was given some encouragement by a
recording company. Later I was asked
to contact a professional square dance
caller and make a tape of the calls. A
local caller, very enthusiastically agreed
to help me in the project. The result
was a thirty minute playing record

based on trick problems, written in
square dance patter and set to hoedown music.
Each of the twenty calls contains
the fundamentals of adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing. The interest of the boys and girls was so
great that they, seemingly, were unaware that we were doing an arithmetic
drill as they worked merrily along under the sway of the square dance caller.
As we were working with numbers
to the tune of square dance music, I
decided to name the musical arithmetic
game, "Square That Number". The
most valuable attribute of this musical
game is that slow pupils, by using
smaller numbers, are able to participate
in this game along with the more accelerated pupils.
There is no music more stimulating
than that of the lively square dance ...
especially in the classroom during an arithmetic drill.
Ohl for more teachers who are
square . . . dancers, that is.

OUR OWN DIXIE DAISY TRAVELING BAG
An unusually versatile and attractive garment hag of exceptionally strong, lightweight vinyl. It features a diagonal zipper
for easy access, a convenient accessories pocket and even a little see-through window.
Two sizes, 24"x40" for men, 24"x50" for ladies, in bold,
bright red, white and blue.
We're very pleased with this handsome bag; we think you will
be, too. We hope you'll try it at only $2.24 for the men's,
$2.49 for the lady's, postpaid.

The "Classic" by Promenader
Black/white

$ 9.95

Red /Navy

$10.95

Gold/Sil

$11.95

(.\) Capezios Brigadoon
Blk/Wht

$13.50

w/ 1 heel, stl shank, 1/4 " strap
N size 6-10

(AA)

M-size 4 1/2 -10

(8)

Sizes 4.10

with 5/8" heel

N•(AB)

Gold/Sil
$20.00
M-(CD)
(B) Capezios U-Shell strap
Sizes 4.10
M-(CD)
Blk/Wht $15.00
Add $1.00 handling. Md. residents add 4% tax
DIXIE DAISY • 1355 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Md. 21113
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by Orphie Easson
St. Catharine's, Ontario
F .00 AZ:jil

Imagine travelling half way around
the world leaving behind twelve inches
of snow and close to zero weather and
stepping off a plane in bright sunshine
and 78° to see a large banner draped on
the airport saying "Welcome Canadian
Square Dancers". Canadian flags were
waving and a large group of people
dressed in familiar square dance costume were on hand with a warm welcome. This happened in February,
1974 when eighty-four Canadian dancers travelling with Earle and Jean Park
arrived in Christchurch, New Zealand
to attend the Southern Hemisphere
Square & Round Dance Convention.
The "Southern" this year was sponsored by the Cathedral Squares of
Christchurch and convened by Art &
Blanche Shepard. It took two years to
organize and many long hours of work

and splendid effort and support on the
part of a committee and enthusiastic
club. Art started calling in Ontario
when he lived in Canada while serving
with the Air Force. Blanche was born
in Canada and many friends of the
Shepards were in the Canadian group,
and were delighted to visit with them.
In the past ten years the Shepards
have done a great job of introducing
square dancing to New Zealand and
the "Southern" was a great project in
an area where square dancing is indeed
new.
Christchurch was in an enthusiastic
and receptive mood to welcome one
thousand square dancers. The Empire
games had concluded the weekend before and the city had successfully
hosted athletes from the British Empire
throughout the world. They had been
host to the British Royal Family and
15

the city still was decorated with games
insignia and flags from all participating
countries were in evidence. People
everywhere welcomed visitors from
out of town and out of country. The
attitude of the people of Christchurch
was unbelievably friendly.
Christchurch is a beautiful city. It is
strongly influenced by architecture
and design of Canterbury, England and
has a pleasant climate conducive to
beautiful flower gardens. Great pride is
taken in home gardens and competitions for prize gardens had been unusually keen because of the special
games year.
This lovely city was an ideal choice
of location for the "Southern". The facilities used were two large auditoriums
side by side — the badminton facilities
for the "games".
There were one thousand dancers
attending. Two groups were from Canada with one hundred and seventy
dancers. Groups from Australia, dancers from U.S. and all area of New Zealand represented. Staff were Art &
Blanche Shepard, N.Z.; Ron & Ella
Whyte, Melbourne, Australia; Peter &
Eve Johnson, Brisbane, Australia; Earle
& Jean Park, Yorkton, Saskatchewan;
Art & Garrie Jackson and Orphie Easson from Ontario, assisted by many
other callers from New Zealand, Australia and U.S.
The visiting groups were all met at
the airport, greeted like long-time
friends and ushered to accommodations (many were billeted with dancers). When the convention started most
visitors were driven to the dance sessions by local dancers via car-pools.
The halls were decorated, tests for
sound were made, banners hung and
the dancers arrived. It began just like
other great dances throughout the
world. It took a little adjustment to get
the sound just right. Everyone was a
little nervous including the callers. How
were Canadian accents going to blend
with square dancers trained ten thousand miles away? Well, could you imagine! Allemande left sounds just the same
16

called by Australian, New Zealander
(KIWI) Canadian, man or lady, and the
corner lady might drive her car on the
opposite side of the road but there she
was with her left hand ready and a familiar friendly smile on her face. Square
dancing — our own North American
form of dance — is truly international!
The atmosphere of the "Southern"
started out charged with excitement
because it was the largest event of its
kind in that part of the world. The excitement held up throughout in spite
of a 96° temperature on the Saturday
of the Convention. The Saturday night
Grand March and greetings by government and city officials were impressive. Warmly received was the beautiful
waltz written and taught by Art &
Blanche Shepard for the Southern,
"Now is the Hour". This is a Maori song
translated to become a great favorite
throughout the world and the waltz
closed with everyone singing "Now is
the Hour" and a Maori goodbye,
"Haere Ra".
The Canadian group visited a club
in Cairns far to the North where they
dance to tapes and records. To have
visiting callers was a real novelty. The
Federations of clubs and callers in both
Brisbane and Sydney Australia held
dances with the Canadian groups as
guests. They featured local callers as
well as the Canadian callers. The dancers were extremely friendly and their
reception of Canadian callers was most
enthusiastic.
The local callers are most interested
in information about calling and teaching techniques, record and P.A. information. They are high in the praise of
callers and leaders of tours who have
visited previously. Any information
given to them has been much appreciated and they speak with enthusiasm
of the Lehnerts and Johnny LeClair.
Dancers from New Zealand are returning the visit to Canada and United
States in 1975 with Australian groups
planning trips also. This exchange of
visits adds a new dimension to our
great activity.
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CUSTOM MADE SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
P.O. Box 8134 CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78412 Phone: 512/853/3931

For a Petticoat that really STANDS OUT in a crowd Insist on a J ACQUE'S ORIGINAL!
See what a difference 100% nylon marquisette makes
in the way you look and feel
FEATURING
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Cotton Batiste Top
Four Full Tiers
Prompt Delivery
Satisfaction Guaranteed
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IVE YEARS OF CONTINUOUS FULL-TIME OPERATION AND THOUSANDS UPON
THOUSANDS OF PETTICOATS WORN BY DANCERS COAST TO COAST - THIS IS
OUR BEST TESTIMONIAL.
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When ordering, measure 1" shorter than skirt length. State waist size.
30 yard sweep

$12.95

50 yard sweep

$16.95

Pettipants
Fashioned of the finest batiste, frosted with row upon row of nylon lace,
add the finishing touch to your Square Dance Wardrobe.
Mid-thigh
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S 7.00

r Knee-length
7.50
.
)
Complete color range available — Indicate Small, Medium, Large
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Add 51.15 each on petticoats and 504 each on pettipants to cover shipping and handling.
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Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

SAVINGS — S1.00 discount each on orders of 6 or more.

Manufactured by Square Dancers for Square Dancers!
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_=11=.--_11=11=11--- I r=.11=_J 1-For more than ten years, we've
been dusting off the square dance kaleidoscope at irregular intervals and
looking at the changing patterns of activities in square dancing. The designs
shift and vary; we never recapture the
exact ones of the past, although many
are almost the same.
First we see two incidents: One
shows a taw who got acquainted with
her future husband when her arm became caught (up to the elbow) in his
shirt. He blushed, she maneuvered her
arm free, they talked, laughed, and
went on from there. Our other couple
went on and on, even to driving 400
miles to a square dance week on his
eighty-fifth birthday. When asked if
he sat out many dances at this busy
affair, he said, "Maybe one a night.
I'm not much of a watcher; I like doing things."
Club names are a part of the kaleidoscopic jumble: a phonetic "Hi-Level
Devils" from Salem, Oregon, and the
"Galvinized Squares" named for caller
Art Galvin of Missouri, appear in this
design.
Recent editors of the Manitoba
bulletin experimented with words
when they renamed their bulletin,
"Manisquare." As their I-"mani"-ginations ran wild, these terms were suggested: Manisquad — the title for the
Federation Executive Committee; Manifesto — for news from the Federation
Executive; Manimail — letters to the
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editor; Manikin — for odds and sods
from the square and round dance
world; Manisphere — for club news;
Manifest — for lists of clubs, dance
nights, callers, places to dance; Mania—
for workshops; Manicure — for suggestions on how to rectify or remedy a
problem; Manifold — for calendar of
events (or possibly Manidates); Manipulations — for rounds. By now you
may have guessed it — the editor was
Maniacal.
Now the kaleidoscope turns to
dance themes and happenings from
around the continent.
The 4-n-Bers Club, pictured in the
Oregon Federation News, enjoyed a
"Vice-Versa Dance" at which the men
wore petticoats and skirts and the gals
the trousers and shirts.
Money making idea: At the Cancer
Fund dance in southern Ohio, caller
Jerry Helt's clothes were part of the
auction to raise money. Even his pants
went to the highest bidder.
Did you ever hear of a Thanksgiving
Dance billed as a "Fowl Ball?" Jim
Paravantes and Bill Bradford called for
one in Sunnyvale, California.
One square dance affair featured a
"Frank Lane Golf Outing" with Frank
the man to beat. Many vacation dances
offer such, sidelights for golf enthusiasts, and other hobbyists.
The Greater St. Louis Folk and
Square Dance Federation and The
League of Clubs presented dancing at
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the All-American Family Festival for
the benefit of Multiple Sclerosis Society. A full square dance program was
enjoyed for two days, concluding with
a guitar and gospel-sing church service.
Every time we peer into the kaleidoscope it reflects benefit dances and
special services performed by dancers.
Kudos go to the Wrong Way
Grands of St. Paul for their "Ides of
March" dance, and the flyer with its
old-time printing that invited dancers
to "Gather up your togas and join in"
The California Rocketeens invited
their mayor and his wife to a Valentine
Dance, seating them in a special box for
royalty. He was made an honorary
Rocketeen and given a club vest; his
wife was presented with red roses. A
good way to demonstrate square dancing to non-dancers!
In Victoria, Texas, a Liar's Contest
was held, with three dancers competing. As we fold away our kaleidoscope
for its next rest, enjoy the winner's
presentation of the "History of Square
Dancing," slightly condensed.
"Contrary to popular belief, square
dancing is not an American innovation,
but is international in scope and actually began centuries ago. Let us go back
to the French court of Louis XIV. The
men wore brocaded coats and the
women long hooped gowns. They also
wore little name tags saying "Marie
and Louie's Quadrillers," which is what
they called this dance in those days —

the quadrille. One day among the elegant dancers there was a fellow in
brown shoes with blue socks. The
young king said, "Look at that square
dancing!" and that is how this popular
form of art got its name.
"The years passed and the dance
showed up in Spain virtually unchanged
until one fateful day when a Spanish
nobleman, slightly befuddled from
drinking too many Margaritas, made a
turn in the wrong direction. Everyone
else shouted "Left, aleman, left," and
thus square dancing was really born.
"A couple usually starts out with the
hsuband dragging the protesting wife
to lessons. There they are regarded as
being slightly more intelligent than
Mongoloid idiots while they are led
through simple patterns they can't follow, while their confidence is built up
by the old timers snickering at them.
They are sure they will never learn the
movements but finally graduation
comes and sure enough — they were
right — they didn't learn them!
"No history of square dancing would
be complete without a long look at the
most essential figure, the glamorous
caller. A man generally takes up calling
because he hates dancing and his wife
won't quit. He studies and practices
long hours, learning charming songs
about churning muddy water, some
guy being sorry because he walked
through a garden or some guy thinking
he's safe when he reaches San Antone
Continued on Page 58
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GRENN
P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210
GR-102 RECORD & MIKE CARRYING CASE
Rugged construction combined with elegant appearance. Holds 120 45rpm records. Will not sag
under full load of records. Compartment in lid
provides safe carrying space for mike plus cord
or remote volume control.
List S25.00
Weight 6 lbs.

GR-301 PLASTIC SLEEVES

GR-201 SET OF DIVIDERS & INDEX CARD
Set includes 60 dividers for 45rpm records and
2 index cards.
Weight 1 lb.
List $1.60
GR-301 PLASTIC SLEEVES for 45rpm records
Heavy gauge, transparent polyethylene sleeves.
List 15e each
25 sleeves weight 1 lb.
GR-401 Self-sealing MAILING ENVELOPES
for 45rpm records
50 envelopes weight
lbs.
Price 5E each
GR-501 8 ft. adjustable STAND for P.A.
SPEAKERS
Speaker cases can be screwed to metal flange at
top of stand.
Weight approx. 12 lbs. (2 cartons)—List S25.00
GR-502 ADAPTER, for mounting closed-back
speakers on GR-501 stand
Weight
lb.
List $2.50

GR 502 GR-501 GR-503

GR-503 Heavy Duty STAND for speakers weighing 30 lbs. or more.
(Shipment by U.P.S. or truck only)
Weight 16 lbs.
List S35.00

GR-102 RECORD & MIKE CARRYING CASE
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Cha cha by Glen & Beth McLeod

SWEETHEARTS PROMENADE
Two step by Jack & Anne Fournier

AFFAIR TO REMEMBER

GR 14196

Waltz by John & Shari Helms

HEARTACHE
Two step by Cliff Olson

SYLVIA'S MOTHER

GR 12144

Flip square by Dick Leger
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Flip square by Wally Cook

FTC
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NEW Square Dance Label with NEW music sound — COMING SOON!
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SrRAicHT TALK

Readers are invited to send opinions, suggestions and thoughts for publication in this
new regular feature. Opinions expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect those
of the editors.

I'm sounding off on behalf of the
square dance caller's wife. We're retired so we do a lot of traveling and a
lot or square dancing. We dance to all
levels of callers. My heart goes out to
the caller's wife, especially the traveling caller's wife. I've witnessed them
sitting on the sidelines watching everyone else dancing and having fun, always smiling. They've got to be the
most neglected girls in the whole
world.
Square dancing has always been a
big part of our lives, but I sadly say
we're becoming more disgusted as we
see the degrading way these callers and
the square dance girls are acting. We
go to a dance to dance! Not to watch
some traveling caller's ego being grossly enlarged by the outrageous "attentions" of these young women. It makes
me feel very sorry for the caller's wife
sitting on the side trying to pretend
she doesn't care while women hug,
kiss and hang on her husband. It is not
a case of an occasional occurance; it
seems we see this kind of thing much
too often.
Please understand, a fond kiss or
hug for a dear friend is understandable.
But what I'm referring to is the way
some of the square dance women
"throw" themselves at the caller hugging and kissing him. It's really pretty
disgusting to the dancers who know
square dancing as it once was — good
clean fun!
We say no wonder there is such an
upswing in the divorce rate among traveling callers. Just how many dancer's
wives would put up with this for long?
Not many, I'll bet!
I've talked to many of the national
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traveling callers' wives so I do know
what I'm talking about.
I realize all traveling callers are not
this way. And if they're not, they can
stop the flirting star-struck girls. The
really good callers don't have girls
hanging on them; they do not tolerate
it! They do not have to have their egos
replenished constantly. Some can call
a good dance to the floor. But I repeat
you don't see women hanging on these
callers; they have too much respect
for square dancing themselves, and for
their wives and kids.
If the girls in a tavern were acting
as many of the square dance girls act
toward the caller, just what would you
think of them? Does the yardage in a
skirt change moral values and make
flirting, hugging and kissing another
woman's husband all right? I don't
think so.
Please consider the proper conduct
as well as proper dress in square dancing. And please consider the caller's
wife and family.
Please print this. We want to keep
square dancing good clean fun. And
callers, just remember many of you
encourage and enjoy all this attention.
So it's really up to you to put a stop
to it. It seems some of you are losing
perspective. You are square dance callers and leaders; please put the right
moral values back in square dancing,
and try to direct your attentions and
considerations toward your wives sitting on the sidelines. After all she'll
be there tomorrow, while the flirty,
star-struck girl is throwing herself at
the next caller in from the road.
Name Withheld
Arizona

WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS TO YOU
a free sample of our record review service
for all callers
All record review services are designed for the person interested in what's new,
but this one is different. The differences'

A 7" RECORD - -

not a tape - play it on your regular equipment,
carry it in your 45 record case.

ISSUED WEEKLY - -

Includes all the releases for that week,
singing calls and hoedowns.

TWO SIDED - -

Side one is instrumental only and plays the opener
and a portion of the pattern. Side two is the same
as side one except that it has the vocals.

EASY TO USE- -

Each record is banded for easy identification. Just
put your needle down on any band you wish, but

it will play all the way through from start to finish
if you wish.
BREAKDOWN SHEETS- are included for each singing call. File them away
for future reference.
YOURS TO KEEP- -

file it and the breakdowns away for future
reference. The record label is printed with the
song titles. If you would like to do a certain
singing call, just pull it out and listen to it again
before buying.

TIME SAVER- -

do your record listening in your home, at your
own convenience.

MONEY SAVER-

-

you won't waste money buying records you just
don't use after you get them home from the store.

Review Service members get a discount on their
record purchases.
5.00 PER MONTH

BUT WRITE FIRST FOR YOUR FREE SAMPLE

ASHTON RECORD CASES
ALL METAL
WITH FULL WIDTH HINGE AND
TWO STURDY CLAMP LATCHES
HAS SPACE FOR MIKE & CABLE
PLUS ROOM FOR 120 RECORDS
AND SOME 'Q" CARDS HAS
BAKED ON ENAMEL FINISH AND
COMES IN TWO COLORS.
BROWN. OR LIGHT GREEN.
INSIDE DIMENSION 7 1/2 X 7 1/2 X 15 1/4
SHIPPING WEIGHT 7-24..
plus $2.00 mang
(DEALER INQUIRIES
WELCOME)

Canada $3.50
$1495

Calif. add 6% Sales Tax

gene & mary lows dance supplies
408-292-6455

1367 E. Taylor Sf.
San Jose, Co. 95133
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INTRODUCING OUR NEW "SPINNER"

Every pair of
COAST shoes are
made with top
grain leather
uppers and split
leather out soles.
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LOOK FOR OUR NEW
SPINNER SHOES AT
YOUR FAVORITE LOCAL
SQUARE DANCE AND
WESTERN STORES
THE NATION'S #1 SQUARE DANCE SHOES
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Best Club Trick
met

THE DROP OUTS

Ray and Lucille Graf (she's the caller and he's the "caller-hauler") of Utica,
New York, are always trying out new ideas at their clubs, and here's one
that produced good results, to create a whole new group, the DROP OUTS,
who get together occasionally for strictly a social evening of square dancing
and don't worry about "all the new stuff."
Lucille's account follows:
"We started out calling them OLDE TYME DANCES, but found the name
created confusion in people's minds. They didn't know whether it referred
to age or type of dancing and since we were trying to reach former western
square dancers, we changed the name to DROP OUTS. Our slogan is "Drop
in, Dance with the DROP OUTS," and we use the enclosed ad, a smiling
fellow wearing a barrel, hat and shoes, pointing to the phrase, "Just the
Basics."
"We use more than fifty basics and less than seventy-five, depending on the
group at the dance that night. If a new figure comes out and can be easily
taught with a minimum walkthru, we use it. So you see, we are quite a
flexible bunch.
"Even though some of these dancers have been away from the activity for
five to ten years, and we have one couple who graduated but never danced,
they are good dancers. They enter the hall very apprehensively the first
time but the basics come back quickly and their reaction time is good after
the first few minutes. It is a pleasure to see them respond.
"We have danced as few as five couples and as many as three squares. To get
three squares back dancing in our area after they have dropped out is quite
an accomplishment and a credit to Don and Anna Near who spearheaded
the idea.
"There is no formal organization. It is not a club, only a group of dedicated
people who get on the phone and pass the word and serve on the refreshment
committee on a rotating basis. There are no officers. In fact, we have a selfservice treasurer. One evening there was 75i extra in the kitty. The treasury
is liquidated after expenses.
"I really enjoy calling for the DROP OUTS. They think it hilarious when I
goof and even funnier when they do. Nobody laughs at anybody else. We
all laugh together. They don't challenge me and I don't challenge them. Maybe the big reason I enjoy calling for them is because these dancers and the
people who attend make square dancing like it used to be."
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by Bill & Barbara Cooper
Mississauga, Ontario
Presented at the Toronto & District Workshop, 1974

In teaching basic waltz steps, the
first thing, of course, is to explain, demonstrate and walk-thru the basic waltz
rhythm. Waltz music consists of threebeat measures, with the first beat emphasized. Usually one step is taken for
each beat. Emphasis on the first beat
takes the form of a longer step, usually,
than the next two steps. The second
step is slightly shorter and the third
step is a close-step beside the second
step. Thus we have a "step, step, close"
action. For the basic steps a slight turn
is used on the first step, turning to the
side of the foot used, i.e., with a left
foot lead, a slight turn is made to the
left, the length of step is about eighteen
inches for the first step. The second
step travels beyond the first step, about twelve inches distance. The third
step is a close step, taking weight, beside the second step. We cue this first
basic step as: turn, travel, close. Starting with the left foot the footwork is:
left, right, left. The next step will then
be with right foot and for the next
measure the steps are right, left, right
when we are back again to where we
started. With dancers in circle we would
say this:
"Now in our circle everybody face
LOD and individually we will all start
on left foot and do the three steps turning slightly to the left on the first step.
All set. Turn, travel, close. Be sure to
put weight on that third close step
which is your left. Now do the same
thing starting with the right foot turning slightly to the right on that first
step, travel on with the left and close
the right beside left on third step. All
set. Turn, travel, close. Let's do it again for two measures starting with the
left foot. Ready, turn, travel, close;
26

turn, travel, close."
After a short drill without music, we
put on a record having a good beat and
slow tempo, and the dancers danced a
few measures to get the feel of the
waltz rhythm. Point out that the beats
are of even tempo and there is no pause
between steps as with the two-steps.
Emphasize the first and fourth beats
by taking a slightly longer step. Be sure
to take weight on third and sixth beats
or steps, closing the foot beside the previous step.
Next we would introduce the same
steps but using the opposite footwork
for girls. Man starts on his left foot,
woman on her right foot, man facing
out in momentary butterfly position.
We demonstrate the action of dancing
the basic steps moving LOD and show
the back to back, face to face motion
from the turn, travel, close; steps just
done previously. After a bit of practice
we do the same thing to music. We then
use these steps in an eight measure sequence mixer as follows (I use "Drifting and Dreaming" on Windsor but
there are many good waltzes on records you probably have that are equally
good.):
Meas.
1-2
Back to back; face to face;
2-3 Back to back; face to face;
4-5 Back to back; face to face;
7-8
Roll to new partner 2,3; 4,5,6;
By the time the record is finished most
dancers will be reasonably proficient in
the basic waltz step. By this time a
short break can be taken and after it is
over the same routine used for a second time using a different tune.
The order of teaching the various
basics should be considered from this
point. Generally speaking, the easier

basics should be taught first, progressing to the more difficult. There should
be a goal or end result to work for,
which is a specific dance. We will assume we want to teach "Waltz of Summer" as our objective. With this in
mind, we will next do the sequence:
Vine-twirl, thru, face, close. We show
the six steps at least twice, once each
on opposite sides of the circle. Then
we show the man's steps, then the
woman's. The woman does the twirl,
right face, under the man's left and
woman's right joined hands. Progress
down LOD. Girls complete the twirl
in three steps, right, left, right; as the
men vine three steps: left, right, left.
Then both step thru, take another
step facing partner as you do this, and
close on the next step. We cue this as
"Vine-twirl, 2,3; thru, face, close."
After a little drill without music on
this sequence, we would introduce
it as measures 3 and 4 of the mixer,
and let the dancers dance through a
full record.
The next basic we do would be the
right turn waltz. Explain that the turn
is always right face and our movement
is forward with right foot lead and
backward with left foot lead. Again,
the three steps in the waltz measure
consist of a turn, travel, and close. In
this basic, the turn is started on first
step, completed in second step, with
the third step being simply a close step
beside the second step. If we all face
LOD individually, we will all start on
right foot. Step down line on right foot
turning right face to face out, take the
second step down line on left foot to
finish the turn facing reverse line, close
right to left being sure to put weight
on right foot. All should now be facing RLOD. Now with left foot lead,
step backwards along LOD, turning to
face into center of circle, step down
line on right foot to face LOD, and
close left foot beside right, taking
weight on left foot. This is the complete turn. Notice that a half turn is
done for each measure. Time is now
taken to drill on the turn without music. We then show how the turn works

with couples in closed position. Point
out that person with right foot lead on
first beat places the right foot between
partner's feet and gives impetus to the
right turn. Start in maneuver position,
man facing RLOD in closed position.
Men go back down LOD on first step
(left foot). Women go forward, both
turning right face so man is facing in on
this first step, complete the turn on
second step, and close on third step.
Repeat same steps, man leading with
right foot between partner's, turning
to face out, completing the turn and
closing on the third step.
We like to start the turn from the
maneuver position and use this easy
way of getting to it. Starting with
man's left, woman's right, we do one
forward waltz down line. Now the
woman does three steps almost in
place, L, R, L, as the man maneuvers
in front of her to face RLOD in closed
position. From here we do two turning
waltz basics till the man faces out.
From here, we use measures 5,6,7,8 of
the mixer first given. Notice that the
same basic mixer is used with only the
new material substituted in it.
At this point we have taught basics
required for the first half of "Waltz of
Summer." This is the next thing we
do then — teach the first half of the
dance and let the dancers do this much.
We mix them and repeat the dance
once or twice and take a break. During
breaks, we go around and try to help
anyone having trouble with footwork
and clear up any dancer questions.
To Be Completed Next Month.
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"Dc you sell square dance patterns?" is a question often heard at
convention booths. Business for any
booth that did would boom. However,
any would-be seamstress need only
browse through the pattern books in a
fabric shop to find any number of useful designs. The trick is to use these
tops and add a circle, gored, tiered or
gathered skirt to them, making either a
one-piece or two-piece outfit, as you
prefer.
We used the Simplicity summer pattern book for last week's browsing, because those patterns are easiest to understand and follow, we think. All
kinds of up-to-date designs turned up,
insuring that square dancers can be
up-to-the-minute in fashions if they
wish. A bonus from pants-suits patterns is that the slacks can be made for
casual wear after the top is used for a
square dance costume.
Here are some features and pattern
numbers:
Wrap top with cape sleeve (pants
bonus) — No. 5574
Super-simple peasant-style top with
long or short sleeve — No. 5925
Peasant top with cape sleeve —
No. 5468
Peasant top with ruffled neckline —
No. 6225
Tailored top with western lines —
No. 5735 (There are many of
these.)
U-neckline, banded puff sleeve (la•
test style) — No. 6279.
Jr. petities who
/want a cool, fashionable top select
No. 5431. For regular sizes, try No.
5670.
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Very latest design
for a femininelook in a print
S/D dress — 5616.
Look at br,dal dresses in the books.
Modern weddings have a country flavor and some dresses will be easily adapted.
Tennis dress patterns, such as 5572,
have ruffled "sissy-pants," just perfect
for those who like them.
The new pastel plaids make up
beautifully, looking cool and crisp
when trimmed with white or matching
lace. One striking outfit seen on a tall
slender dancer was a purple and pink
plaid with high neck and gold waist
cincher and necklace, very much in
style but with an old-fashioned look.
Sailor collars are always in style
and an attractive combination is a
navy dress, white collar, red tie that
fits through a loop at the neckline
with ends hanging loose, and a red
waist cincher.
For daring designers who plan to
tailor clothes for their men, this is the
time. Simplicity No. 6310 is only one
of many western suit patterns available. But in a quick scanning, we could
find no western shirts until discovering
Butterick pattern No. 6841.
More patterns are adaptable for
square 'lancing now than at any time
we remember, because country and
western clothes are "in." Dare to experiment and enjoy being creative —
dressing for the dance is half the fun!

Encore
by Mef Merrell
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine
25 YEARS AGO —July 1949

From his forthcoming book, "The
Art of Calling," Charley Thomas includes in this issue a chapter on selecting square dance calls. A simple but
very fundamental assumption is made:
"in order that the dancers get any benefit or enjoyment from our calls, they
must understand them." First Charley
warns callers that have developed a nasal chant "as unintelligible as a railroad
announcer" that though their regular
dancers may have learned to recognize
the sounds, woe betide the newcomers!"
The construction of a call has much to
do with clarity, also. Charley lists these
pointers. (1) The call should tell the
dancers what to do. Calls which can
do that without a prior explanation of
what they mean are much more valuable than ones that require an explanation. "Let's not develop too much of a
language of our own." (2) The call
should be simple, understandable by
beginners and daydreaming experts.
(3) Pack your meaning in the accented
syllables of the call. It is the accented
syllables that are ordinarily heard and
understood. Important words on unaccented beats are apt to be drowned
out. (4) Do not put too much meaning
in one line. (5) Use simple words. Compound words are harder to get the
tongue around distinctly. (6) The
words should be distinctive. Not only
should the words used not have more
than one meaning, the call as constructed should not sound so much like any
other call as to be confusing. More to
come in the August issue.
On the subject of the technique of
timing, Lou Harrington wrapped it up

in these few words: "Too slow begets
horseplay. Too fast — rat race."
10 YEARS AGO — July 1964

Norm and Joan Holloway, chairmen
of the Lucky 13th National Square
Dance Convention to be held in Long
Beach, California, were featured on the
cover. Convention Trail Dances were
listed, and among the records reviewed
was "California Here I Come" by Paul
Moore.
Kaleidoscope: A radio program
called Square Dance Notebook, aired
over station CBK in Saskatchewan,
done by Noreen Wilson, rated a close
second in program popularity in the
afternoon to midnight slot. Merry
Squares of Bloomfield, New Jersey,
present visiting clubs with a miniature
of the club banner, saving wear and
tear on the original banner while giving
a permanent keepsake — no more lost
banners. The New Ocean House in
Swampscott, Massachusetts, hosted the
New England S/D Convention that
drew 2000 dancers and 50 square and
round dance callers.
Don Zents of Lima, Ohio, had pertinent words to say about "Smo-o-o-oo-oth Square Dancing." In his travels,
he noticed that some clubs have a
definite ability to glide across the floor
to the beat of the music, while other
clubs seem completely unaware of any
music. The answer — someone was
able to transmit to the first group of
dancers the wonderful satisfaction of
moving to music. That someone, of
course, is the club caller or instructor.
The caller must have a good sense of
music and rhythm of his own, and then
Continued on Page 70
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Glad you brought up those questions about spelling. To me "Do-sa-do"
looks like it should be pronounced
"Doosa-doo," as in "Do tell!" If you
really want to get back to the original
term, "Dos-a-dos" means "back-toback" in French, and it is pronounced
the same way because the final 's' is
silent.
For another thing, there is a perfectly good English word in the dictionary that is spelled "curlicue." The
artsy-fancy spelling "curlique" looks
like it should be pronounced "cur-leek"
to rhyme with "antique." If you really
must put a 'q' in the word, start with
the word for a line at the box office
and make it "curliqueue."
I suspect that after the dust settles
we will all continue to use our own favorite spellings, in spite of all the good
logical reasons why the other guy
should do things my way.
H. Orto Hoadley
Rochester, New York

Re: your words on Page 2 of the
May, 1974, issue with reference to correct spelling, you are absolutely right.
We have, as you suggest, progressed
from the barn-busting days of a certain
amount of sophistication. In fact, not
so long ago, thirty squares of beautifully dressed people danced at a ballroom
in the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles. Not long before that on Admission
Day in Carson City, Nevada, our square
was personally complimented by the
Governor, flanked by two senators.
How sophisticated can you get?
As to the term "do-sa-do," it might
be interesting to note that the French
term "vis-a-vis," meaning face to face,
was used briefly in the early days of
square dancing, and the French term
"dos-a-dos," meaning back to back,
was also used, as it is to this day. The
original spelling was lost long ago.
Those early day callers, while no doubt
delightful chaps and all the world to
Dame Terpischore, were not noted for
their orthological erudition and so they
called things like this: "Docey 'round
your partner" and "Gent do-cee around
the three."
Jeff Taverner
Gilman Hot Springs, California

,..
McGOWAN SIGN COMPANY
1925 Lee Blvd.

507-345-4125

MANKATO, MINNESOTA 56001
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Called by: LES ROBERTS
Called by: LES ROBERTS

9003—"THE LAST WALTZ"
Round Dance with Cues

9004—"WALKIN' MY BABY"
Caller: LES ROBERTS

CEI

Dealer Inquiries Invited — Carry The Best!
Write for Free Catalog
/

9001.—HELLO DOLLY
9002—ITS BEEN A LONG LONG TIME

The Nation's Finest
VD Promotional Products
MINI STICKERS
BUMPER STICKERS
MAGNETICS
NYLON FLAGS
SQUARE DANCE SEALS
DRIP RAIL FLAG HOLDERS
CELLULOID BUTTONS

GREENWOOD RECORDS

9005—"DO YOU MIND"
Caller: STAN TREFREN

9006 - COUNTRY MIND, COUNTRY HEART
Called by: Daryl Clendenen

9007- DO VOW/KING OF KINGS
5314 SE Powell Blvd., Portland, OR 97206

CALLERLAB CONFAB
from the office of the Executive Secretary, Box 788, Sandusky, Ohio 44870
St. Louis is history, but memories linger. Meeting some of the top leaders
in the calling profession was thrill enough. But more than that, a spirit of
friendship while "Working Together" (convention theme) dominated the
scene as callers representing many diverse viewpoints exchanged opinions and
hammered out resolutions (Read 'em again — p. 64, May issue).
The question in many minds at this point is "How will these resolutions
he implemented?" Here is where YOU (callers and dancers) come into the
picture — every one of YOU!
First, look at the HOW WE DANCE resolution. Do you have a copy of
the ASDS Basic or Extended Basics handbook? (Order yours from ASDS, 462
N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048). Is the "hands up" position for
ocean wave type movements such as swing thru and spin the top being taught
in your area? If you believe in standardization, world-wide, why not see that
every beginners class incorporates this standard style? Check out your workshop groups with the same purpose in mind.
Secondly, under ACCREDITATION, if callers schools are being conducted
in your area, investigate the curriculum to see if it complies with the new
standards proposed by the organization. (Write to the address above, or directly to the chairman of the accreditation committee, Bill Peters, in California.)
Thirdly, concerning NEW MOVEMENTS, watch these pages for mention,
coming soon, of the suggested quarterly experimental movements to be
chosen by Jack Lasry (Florida) and his committee. It is hoped that for many
average clubs (non-workshop or challenge groups), this very selective list
will "calm the troubled waters."
Anyone wishing further information about Callerlab, its aims, design,
background, and plans for the bigger, better convention in Chicago in 1975
may write to the address above.

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL
iv • In Business since 1949 at same location.
41 • Same day service on most orders.
i
t • Catalog upon request.
INC% • One of the largest stocks in the Southwest.
• Quantity purchase discounts.
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P 0 BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • (6021 279-5521
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Dancing
Tips
by Harold & Lill Bausch
Many times I have been told, "I wish
callers wouldn't book so far in advance". Why do callers book so far ahead? (Three years is not unusual.) Because club bookers have started filling
their schedules a year or two ahead.
Most callers do not like to book so far
ahead, and some refuse to do so, but if
clubs book a full schedule several years
ahead, then the only way a caller can
call a dance for them is to agree to
book several years ahead also.
I don't like booking more than a
year ahead; I am forced to if I want to
call for these clubs. From a caller's
viewpoint, I believe it is up to the clubs
to take the first step to cut down on
this. I suggest clubs start by leaving a
few open dates in the shcedule to be
filled in six or eight months before the
date comes up. Clubs may reap rewards
by obtaining some callers who really
couldn't have been booked a couple
years ahead of time.
The word, "Keeno", you hear many
callers say at the end of a call. (I do it
all the time.) Many dancers don't know
what the word means. Many years ago
(I don't know how many) callers used
this to mean that's all or, "the end". It
is a custom I like to keep going. Some
callers who haven't been using it might
like to join the cause and keep it going. Keeno!
Club officers may appreciate the
comparison of clubs and colonies of
bees. There is a queen bee, the worker
bees, and there are the drones. The dictionary says that a drone lives off the
work of others and contributes no work
of his own. I throw this in with tongue
in cheek. We know we need leaders, we
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know we need workers; as for the
drones, the Lord created them so there
must be a need for them.
As a traveling caller, it is always interesting to me to talk to the dancers
and leaders of each area, and to see the
ups and downs of the various areas.
Some folks are so worried because their
area is currently in the down cycle. It
is true that interest varies in each area
from year to year, much like the unceasing tide that comes in and goes
out, never stopping. We trust that
square dancing will go on endlessly and
I see no reason why it won't. Dancers
come and go; callers come and go, but
square dancing goes on. This is because
there is so much good healthful enjoyment in it. It would benefit us all to
think occasionally, though, of the ideas
some of the early leaders had: no drinking of alcoholic beverages at the
dances, friendliness and equality of
all, mixing together, and fun for all,
not just a few.
On the last thought, I might say
that any caller who does not call to the
majority of the floor is a fool. I won't
even elaborate on that statement.
Someone once made a remark that it
takes a "Caller" to keep everyone
dancing; but any jerk can stop the
floor. That remark has been re-quoted
over and over again, but some still do
not listen.
I have been told that a good writer
has a theme for each of his articles.
Well, I'm not a good writer, but I sure
have a lot of thoughts!
At a recent callers' clinic I was asked
about how and when to bring new
dancers into the clubs, or when to turn
them loose. We could all agree pretty
well on what an ideal situation would
be, and then we would have few problems. However since we seldom have
the ideal situation it behooves us callers to use much discretion in the choice
of our calls. When we have a floor
mixed with experienced, not-so-experienced, and down right new dancers,
it taxes a caller's ability to keep them
all happy at the same time. I suggest at
Continued on Page 41

can learn the other stuff as they meet
it. I feel that teaching a million things
in case they meet them, is too discouraging to the dancers. I try to teach
them to dance to me. I cannot prepare
them to cope with me, let alone all callers.

It444-0444-o-o-••-•44-0•44-01)
This is the final installment of the
questions posed by Carl Brandt (see
previous two issues) and the answers
he received from leading callers. How
do you feel about it?
QUESTION: How do you determine
what new basics to use at your club?
Class?
ANSWER: Caller One: I'm in the unusual position of subscribing to a dozen note services from all parts of the
country, plus Canada, so I know each
month what new basics are gaining,
fading, etc., and I can introduce only
the choicest stuff, in my opinion, for
the level of the group I'm entertaining,
and judge what they may encounter
and need to know about in neighboring clubs.
Caller Two: I am very selective in
choosing new calls for my club. I only
select calls that are easy to learn, easy
to teach, and easy to remember. If
after using a call for three weeks in a
row it still has to be walked for the
club, then it is not worth the dancers'
time and effort, and I drop it. I tend
to use the club-level figures that Jack
Lasry promotes in his notes; he has a
very high batting average as to what
the good calls are. In addition he prints
only worthwhile material and elimin
ates worthless calls that other note services print.
Caller Three: I let other callers do the
majority of the experimentation. I feel
no need to be first. If they prove something good, I will use it. I do not even
subscribe, at the present moment, to
any of the notes. I find such notes go
unread and unused. In class I teach
what they need to dance today. They

Caller Four: I use new basics only if
they meet one of the following conditions (or both): (1) They must have
some interest as either a gimmick or
one-shot-let's-have-fun-with-it-toa
night-and-forget-it idea; (2) They must
be smooth-flowing-comfortable and
they must offer something different
from the other basics we're all using.
And while I expose dancers in our
workshop groups to a greater number
of basics than I give dancers in my
mainstream clubs, the above rules apply in both cases. Or put it another
way, the primary consideration that I
use when deciding which basics to use
is quality.
Caller Five: I choose basics to use and
workshop at my clubs based on my
judgment of what is likely to be generally used in the area. Currently Stan
Burdick's list of the ten most popular
experimental basics is a good rule or
guide (American Squaredance Magazine). As for what to teach in class, the
basic 75 is a good nucleus, with the
added movements like flutter wheel
and scoot back if there is time. Beyond
that is workshop territory.
NEXT MONTH WHAT CAN BE DONE
ABOUT UNFAIR CALLER/CLUB PRACTICES REGARDING BOOKINGS?

4th ANNUAL DANCE-A-RAMA
Labor Day Weekend
in
NEW ORLEANS
At The World Famous

FONTAINEBLEAU
Aug. 30, 31, Sept. 1, 1974
MARY REIN, Registration
4421 Kent Avenue
Metairie, LA 70002
presented by

SINGLES SQUARE DANCERS U.S.A.
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KEEP 'EN DANCING
by Ed Fraidenburg
Average Club Hash & Breaks
Interesting choreography arrangements
using no more than the 75 Extended
Basics plus 10.
Heads lead right and circle four to a line
Square thru four, centers right and left
thru
Everybody California twirl
Eight chain three
Left allemande
Heads half sashay, circle eight that way
Ladies break and make two lines
Men pass thru, turn right
Go round one, do a Dixie chain
First one left and next one right
Left allemande
No. 1 gent and No. 3 lady up to the
middle and swing
Face No. four, split those two
Line up four
No. 2 couple split those four and
Go round two, swing the one
Who's looking at you
Face the middle, right and left thru
Pass thru, U-turn back
Left allemande
Four ladies chain three-quarters
No. 3 only half sashay
Heads square thru three-quarters
Separate around one to a line
Ends star thru, half square thru
Pass thru, left allemande
Four ladies chain, No. 1 half sashay
Circle eight, head gents break to
Lines of four, ends star thru
Circle eight, three ladies half sashay
Three ladies half sashay
Three ladies half sashay
Left allemande
Sides right and left thru, head ladies chain
Heads pass thru, U-turn back
Sides pass thru, U-turn back
Star thru, dive thru, star thru
Other two star thru, pass thru
Centers in and cast off Y.
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Centers roll away,
End ladies chain (diagonally)
Four ladies roll away, left allemande
No. 3 couples stand back to back
With the corner box the gnat
New heads crosstrail thru.
Go round two and line up four
Star thru, triple centers in
Bend the line, star thru
Promenade, back out and circle left
Sides flutter wheel
Left allemande
Heads flutter wheel, sweep a quarter
California twirl, right and left thru
Eight chain six, do-sa-do
Left allemande
Sides flutter wheel
All four ladies chain
Head ladies chain back three-quarters
Roll away, forward six and back
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Head men pass thru and turn left
Behind the lonesome lady stand
Forward eight and back
Center four pass thru
Circle three, side gents break
Line up three, lines pass thru
Circle four, side gents break
Circle eight, those who can
Right and left thru, other four
Your opposite swing
Face that couple at the side of the ring
Left allemande
Four ladies chain three-quarters
One and two right and left thru
Three and four you do it too
New head couples pass thru and
Promenade left three-quarters round
Original No. 1 gent and the girl with you
California twirl, square thru
In the middle slide thru

Square thru four
If you can, square thru three-quarters
If you want to, do a single or double
centers in
If you did that, cast off %
If you did that ,star thru
Everybody face partner
If you want to, box the gnat
All bend the line, pass thru
Wheel and deal, substitute
New centers square thru three-qaurters
Left allemande
Heads swing thru, spin the top
Pass thru, swing thru, spin the top
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, first couple left
Next right, swing thru, spin the top
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads square thru three-quarters
Separate go round one
Into the middle, pass thru
Split two, go round one into the middle
Pass thru, separate round one to a line
Forward eight and back,
Centers crossfold
Left allemande
Promenade, heads wheel around
Right and left thru, pass thru
On to the next, right and left thru
Same ladies chain, same two spin the top
Right and left grand
Four ladies chain, heads half square thru
Ocean wave, girls circulate, swing thru
Boys circulate, swing thru
Girls run, boys circulate
All circulate, boys run
Girls circualte, all circulate
Left allemande
Side ladies chain
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Everybody U-turn back
Girls cast off %, boys circulate twice
Girls swing thru, center girls run
Cast off %, all cast off %
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Men cross fold, swing thru
Girls cross fold, right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru, swing thru
Men crossfold, swing thru
Girls crossfold, square thru
Trade by, left allemande

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, ends run, all cast off 3/4
Centers cross fold, double pass thru
Centers in, cast off %, pass thru
Centers run, all cast off 3/4
Ends cross fold, double pass thru
Centers in ,cast off %
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a two-faced line
Girls cross run, couples circulate
Tag the line right, wheel and deal
Spin chain thru, swing thru
Right and left thru, star thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal, substitute
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Men run, girls cross fold
Eight circulate, men run, trade by
Swing thru, men cross fold
Star thru, California twirl,
Square thru four, trade by, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, centers in
Cast off %, ends fold
Substitute, turn thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, centers in
Cast off 3/4, ends cross fold
Double pass thru,centers in
Cast off 1/4, pass thru
Ends crossfold, swing thru
Men run, couples circulate
Wheel and deal, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, ends run, all cast off %
Centers cross fold, double pass thru
Centers in ,cast off %, pass thru
Ends run, all cast off %
Centers cross fold, double pass thru
Centers in ,cast off 3/4
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, centers run
All cast off %, ends cross fold
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off 3i, pass thru, centers run
All cast off %, ends cross fold
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off 3/4, left allemande
Continued on Page 58
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Andy Andersen of the Record Center in Chicago made this record available
to Carol Poehlein a couple of months ago, and here is what happened to the
music after a couple of young callers from Illinois did some work on it:
CAROL'S CONTRA
by Carol Poehlein, Schaumberg, Illinois
RECORD Nik Nik Label N-I-B, 'Freddy's Theme"
DANCE: A triple minor contra; 1st, 4th, 7th, etc. crossed over and active.
To be called before the music begins:
Counts
1-8

Actives do-sa-do the one below
Same one right and left grand, go round six
(Grand right and left with the threes on each
side, go six hands round)

9-24
Actives swing in the middle you do
25-32

Put her on the right, fours down

33-40

- - Wheel as a couple

- - come back

41-48

- - Cast off

And do-sa-do the new one below

FLEA SPREE MIXER
by J. T. Vaughn, Evanston, Illinois
RECORD. Nik Nik Label N-1-B, "Freddy's Theme'"
POSITION: Varsouvianna, lady on man's right. Couples facing line of direction.
FOOTWORK: Identical throughout. Both begin on left foot.
Begin the dance on the first beat of the music.
COUNT
1.4
5-8
9-12
13-16

17-20
21-24
25-28
29-32
33-40
41-44
45-48
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Walk forward four steps.
Each turns to face reverse line of direction, turning right face. Man's
left arm should now be over lady's shoulders. Back up four steps.
Walk four steps in reverse line of direction.
Turn and back up four steps. Lady backs out under her right arm
and the gent's right arm. Couples now end this segment of the dance
with man's back toward center of hall and lady's back toward the
wall.
Both balance left and then right
Box the gnat
Both balance left and right again
Box the gnat back
Do-sa-do completely around each other.
Star right three-quarters with partner
Star left one quarter with new corner lady and assume beginning
position.

•
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JUST BECAUSE
An easy level square dance sent in by Charlotte Horn of Sunnyside, N.Y.
RECORD: Windsor 4144B
INTRODUCTION, BREAK, ENDING:
Honor your partner, and your corner
Join your hands and circle left you go
Circle right on back
Along the same old track
With your partner do a do-sa-do
Do-sa-do your corner, it's back to back you go
Swing your partner high and low
Promenade that right and everybody sing
Because, just because.

FIGURE:
First old couple promenade the outside
Walk around the ring and don't be slow
And when you get on back
Walk down the center track
Then separate and home you go
(Everybody) Do-sa-do your partner
when you meet her
Swing your partner high and low
Promenade the ring, and everybody sing
Because, just because
(Clap your hands) Because, just because.

RAMON
MARSCH

COVER TALK
Thoughts of our heritage, as well as good
old-fashioned patriotism, womanhood, and
summer dancing fun in
any era, are conjured
up in this July, 1974,
Cover.

10222

PUNOYSSURG

RD.. N.W.

MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062
PHONE

1216) 632-1074

Booking '74-75 dances

SAVE ENERGY — BOOK BOB WHILE HE IS IN YOUR AREA!
July 1974: 20, Jackson, Ohio; 26, Bluffton,
Indiana; 27, Three Rivers, Mich.; 28, Ft.
Wayne, Ind., 30, Detroit, Mich.
August 1974: 2,3,4 Dog Patch, Ark.,
October 1974: Indiana, Ohio
November 23- Dec. 2: Georgia
December 1974: Arkansas, Oklahoma
Dec. 31 (New Year's) Fort Wayne, Ind.
January 1975: 4, East Gary, Ind., 11, Greyhound Race Track, Memphis, Tn.
February 1,2: w/Cal Golden, Hotel Sheridan,
French Lick, Indiana.

Bob
Cone

"THE HAWAIIAN HILLBILLY"
Still Going

4321 So. 19, Ft. Smith, Arkansas 72901
Ph. 501-646-8155.
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Larry at
in Clew
by Hal

Katie Sollers of Wichita, Kansas,
Century Club dress, on which sh
autographs of visiting callers. K,
caller, aided by caller-hauler Ear

Bill and Peg Royer of Icz
outfits made for themli
AFB, Philippine Island.
made from Philippine
and machine embroider,
gores.

The carnival scene with ferris wheel is the symbol of the 1974 Oregon State Festival, and the
festival costume is worn here by Clinton and
Lucille Barnes, chairmen. The skirts are white
double knit; the ferris wheel and scallops are
in green sequins. White blouse and green double knit pinafore top complete the outfit. Men
wear green double knit vests with the same
design.
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and Treva Sloan model costumes used in
city for the recent Buckeye Convention
'eveland. The skyline motif was designed
al Simmons, convention chairman.

s, originated her
she collects the
Katie is also a

Far/.

;airbanks, Alaska, model
blivhile stationed at Clark
inds. Dress and shirt are
d etron, similar to nylon,
dered. The skirt has eight

Doris Gamache of Caseyville, Illinois, models a
dress which she designed and made. The navy
blue background sets off the square dance couples appliqued in different colors, around the
circular skirt. Details are complete, including
pettipants, can can skirt, man's tie, and tiny
rhinestone buttons on his shirt. Husband Lee
is proud of Doris' talents as a seamstress.

pt's

ng7
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE
HIGH FREQUENCY OANCER
t t ADVANCED PROGRAM "So
ADVOCATE

\)\)

by Jim Kassel

Last year in one of our articles we
called your attention to the new type
of programming being successfully used
by many special or well-known weekend or vacation type dances: time and
places were set aside in the total program for advanced, challenge and regular dancing. Of course, certain understood levels must be made known with
a sincere effort on the part of the management and staff to get the dancers to
the right place. Some areas are still going along with their old standard type
program and are wondering why attendance is falling off and people are not
coming from a distance to dance the
basics with great numbers of beginners
who have been told of this great event.
It must also be discouraging to a top
challenge caller on the staff of such a
weekend to have about ten minutes
each day to call "his style," or maybe
no chance at all.
Along the same line (and we hope to
say more about this in future columns),
a caller will say at a dance that he is
going to call a "go-go" tip for those
who would like to try. Now, is this
calling basics at a faster clip — so fast
that some knowledgeable dancers can't
keep up — or is it calling something in
the way of more and better material?
Part 2: CLUB ORGANIZATION
by Chuck Stinchcomb
(Part 1 appeared in the June issue)

Can you imagine General Motors
or Westinghouse or any corporation or
business changing presidents every year?
It would not take long before its existence was in jeopardy. Why do we jeopardize our square dancing clubs by
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discarding or changing presidents and
officers who are experienced leaders,
every year?
In the Washington area, and probably throughout the country, the majority of square and round dance clubs are
governed by a president, vice president,
secretary/treasurer and various committees. But this is by no means a clear-cut
indication that it is the best method of
operation. There are many problems attached to this method, with the sizable
one being, "Who do we get to run next
year?" And that my friend, is not always an easy job.
To eliminate just that type of problem, the advanced level clubs in the
Washington area are either run by a
club manager or the caller. The club
manager is picked by the caller, and
together they make all decisions for
the club. The term of office is as long
as the manager and caller mutually decide. The operation of a caller-run club
is obvious. The caller makes all the decisions, minor, major, or immaterial.
If you are approached to run for an
office, be part of a committee, or act
as a club manager, take time to give it
careful thought. Do not take the job
because of prestige; don't take it because you were railroaded into it. Do
take it because you have the desire and
willingness to work for that club. If
you are not willing to work and sacrifice, neither you nor the club will reap
any benefits.
Callers should look for persons who
are natural leaders and channel their
energies into becoming club managers.
This way, those who do not choose to
be leaders are not thrust into positions
they do not want, but feel obligated to
fill. Instead of a possible falling short
of expectations by manufactured leaders, why not allow those who prove
they are leaders to manage the square
dance club for a smoother operation?
A club manager can define the club/
caller's goals and work towards their
realization.
One ingredient necessary to the
success of square dancing is that callers
impress upon alt dancers their obliga-

tion to assist the dancer dancing at
lower levels. The tape recorder is a
marvelous invention and with its use,
dancers can help other dancers who
need an extra hand now and then. Not
only does this improve the dancing
ability of those poor souls who are
struggling, it also creates lasting friendships between strangers and helps bring
about better understanding between
dancers in different levels of dancing.
One function or duty of the caller
and his taw in the advanced or challenge level movement is to promote
the confidence of each dancer as they
progress through the various series of
lessons. This includes encouragement
to "stick with" their aspirations to
higher levels of dancing in spite of
possible temporary setbacks when lessons or dancing seems too difficult.
The conscientious caller works to keep
the dancers aspiring even though this
means returning to a level which is
more comfortable.
If a caller prefers to call to multitudes of dancers, he should stay away
from this set-up because some clubs
will not grow to the large proportions
one expects in the basic 75 club level.
I am not talking about enriching the
caller's bank account, but providing a
fun level of dancing for all dancers.
Let's compare this with other recreations, such as golf and bowling, which
provide basically what people need.
This is the reason for their popularity.
All play on the same course or alley,
but because of desires and abilities,

each can do his "own thing." More often than not, callers provide only one
basic level club for all dancers. The
dancer is expected to dance in one club
regardless of ability, and then regress
in level when new dancers arrive, just
to enrich the caller's ego and pocket.
This causes a great many experienced
square dancers to seek other avenues
of recreation. It is time callers take a
good look at themselves and their organizations to see if they can improve
club structures. We need to train new
callers to be total recreation leaders;
we cannot afford to allow just anyone
to "hang up a shingle" and say, "I am
a caller."
There is a need to organize more
beginner caller classes and callers'
colleges for callers of limited experience. There should be seminars for
callers who have been around awhile
but need refreshing ideas and a place
to discuss problems. If we are to make
square dancing a national pasttime,
we must make every effort to encourage people to "come into" and "stay"
in the act
DANCING TIPS, Continued
a time like this that callers dig down
into their bag of tricks and pull out
calls that are different — calls that are
not difficult but are put together in unusual and interesting ways. These are
calls that the less experienced can do,
and the experienced will still find interesting because they have not done
them often. You're being paid by all,
fellow caller, so earn your money and
have fun too.

STOP BLIND RECORD BUYS!
S2.50 will bring you our tape and
7 ‘s
ecxsa
information
on how you can continue
this service FREE OF CHARGE every
month. Tapes are at .33.i speed.
OLD AND NEW
ALL AVAILABLE RECORDS —
Reel to Reel or Cassette
OX‘ VW11. WI*

Largest Record Dealer West of the
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600 33rd Ave. Sacramento, CA (421-1518)
J1

The "SMALLEST AND LIGHTEST"
The most powerful sound system of its
size, the Clinton "MIDGET" has an
output equal to that of larger systems
rated to 200 watts. This powerful portable system offers the professional and
club caller the utmost in convenience,
with the clearest voice and most faithful music reproduction available.

COMPACT — Dimensions 131/2x I lx161/2.
LIGHTWEIGHT only IS pounds
POWERFUL - Enough power for the
largest halls. Will drive two XP-90L
sound columns, available as accessories.
CONVENIENT "touch" controls allow
the caller to watch dancers.
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE speed
control.
SKIP-PROOF floating turntable
BUILT-IN STROBE
OUTSTANDING voice clarity and
music reproduction.
FULL PRICE 5469.00
Other systems from S395.00

CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO., BOSTON POST ROAD, CLINTON, CONN. 06413 Tel. (203) 6697548
Shipping charge extra. Write for "Package. ' prices.
Also order from B ENT LINES, 216 Williams St., Huron, 0. Ph. 419-433-2188
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m.mm...Sometimes your editor forgets how
many years he has been writing and
asnwering subscribers' choreography
questions for American Squaredance
magazine. When this happens, we go
to the bookshelf where the reference
material is stacked and labeled and
count the number of yearly binders
we have. The shock comes when the
count gets to twelve and shows the
date of the first efforts as the October,
1962, issue. How could there be that
much to write about? There weren't
that many questions asked and problems encountered by the readers, were
there? Last year's release of the "5year book" proved that there were —
even in one-third of that time period!
It should come as no surprise that
today's problems and questions are just
as intriguing as the first ones. From
one of our Michigan friends, Darrell
Hedgecock, comes some profound
thinking and choreography analysis

which he calls "Ambidextrous Zeroes
and Equivalents." This very capable
gentleman has been writing material on
techniques applicable to choreography
for several years. Articles have been offered to periodicals covering different
facets of zeroes and equivalents, but to
no avail. The answer has been that the
material is extremely interesting (and
it is) but would probably be over the
heads of the average readers. However,
since a well-balanced square dance program is geared for 80% of the floor but
once in a while drops down to the
lowest 10% or reaches to the top 10%,
we thought perhaps this should apply
to our endeavors also.
The "ambidextrous theory of zeroes and equivalents" means exactly
what is implied — that a combination
of movements will equal the same
thing no matter if done with the righthand version or the left-hand version.
The fact that all left-hand versions are
difficult for most dancers to execute
with ease and authority makes the theory interesting and valuable to know.
If a caller doesn't want to use "new"
basics all the time, try using any of the
standard or mainstream movements
from a left-hand angle, i.e. left spin
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the top, left spin chain thru, etc. This
way one doesn't have to teach useless
ideas, perhaps like a "Flub the Weasel
and a quarter more." (Wonder what
each dancer has to do in that one?)
Ambidextrous Ideas (from facing couples):
Swing thru, centers run
Wheel and deal (= Zero)
(or) Left swing thru, centers run
Wheel and deal
Swing thru, tag the line right
Wheel and deal (= right and left thru)
(or) Left swing thru, tag the line left
Wheel and deal
Two ladies chain, swing thru
Slide thru (= half square thru)
(or) Flutter wheel (two men chain)
Left swing thru, slide thru
And there are many more but these
will suffice to prove the point. One
thing, however, on paper these theories
are great, but with people things are
not always so perfect. It's like a computer picking out a mate — it's more
fun trying the "natural" ones rather
than the "theoretically perfect" ones.
Body flow and all related human reactions must be taken into consideration for acceptable choreography. A
tag the line out of a swing thru proves
to be awkward because body flow is
away from centers at times. A slide
thru out of a left swing thru is a left
shoulder pass by for the man, which
he never does, etc. Your editor uncovered some other "wild" reactions
using other ambidextrous combinations, so if you pursue this theory,
please be careful. Try dancing the combinations yourself before you impose
them on an unsuspecting floor. You
may have second thoughts about some
of your pet combinations.
AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE magazine
WORKSHOP features original material submitted to the editor. New ideas are presented
each month. Mail new and creative material
to Willard Orlich, Workshop Editor, American Squaredance Magazine, P.O. Box 788,
Sandusky, Ohio 44870.
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MICHAEL HODGES: Have used the
following idea these past six months
which I call Switch Back, a variation
of Switch the Wave. I am aware that
the Burleson Encyclopedia already has
this name but I feel that this best describes the movement. From a normal
ocean wave, ends start to cross run,
catch inside forearms, turn halfway,
and step out. Centers at the same time
will run and roll a quarter more to
face those turning thru in the center.
The figure ends in new ocean waves
perpendicular to the original ones. I
feel this figure will be a good addition
to the "back" figures: tag back, flip
back, snap back, etc. What do you
think?

ED. NOTE:

Thank you for writing
because this type of question helps us
show how we analyze new things sent
our way. Of course, the name used
shouldn't duplicate that which we already have. Even though we may not
use the previous movement so named,
it is surprising how someone, somewhere does use the idea as is, perhaps
in challenge dancing. These hardworking people continue to use experimental movements long after most of
us have tried and forgotten them.
They forget nothing ever put into print
so we try not to duplicate names and
confuse them, OK? So let's assume
another name is chosen, what's next?
With dancers, example figures are tried
and we discover no name is needed; it
is a pleasant combination of movements we already enjoy, i.e. single
hinge (quarter cast off) plus scoot back.

Your idea used with parallel waves as
a start finds the ending in parallel
waves perpendicular to the starting
direction. The ends doing the "crossrun and turn thru" while the centers
"run and roll" the three-quarter turn
about, all follow the same traffic pattern as a "single hinge and scootback."
Reaction? A nice flowing combination
that can be called directionally with
no new name needed to add to the
two thousand in the Encyclopedia.

This is another reason why-we expect
"zoom" to replace "substitute" in our
square dance nomenclature.

NE
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BILL COOPER, Mississauga, Ontario:
During a special party-type dance, I
predicted my version of an ultimate
call which I gave the name of "RazzleDazzle" — just for laughs. It can be
called directionally but once the pattern is learned, the dancers will do it
while the caller shuts up or sings,
talks, etc., during a 64-count singing
call break. My curiosity asks this:
why did it catch on and be so well
liked by dancers and other callers when
it was supposed to be just a gimmick?
I made a big deal during the walkthru
of positioning exact turns and stressed
the memory work involved but still
found a good reaction — why?
Here's the figure:
Four girls star right %
Turn left 3/4 (to temp, Alamo)
Turn right '/4 (to temp. thar)
Four men star left half way
Turn right 1/4 (to temp. Alamo)
Turn left three-quarters to partner
Right and left grand

ED. NOTE: The fact that you gave the
dancers a "good teach" of what was
expected was in your favor. This confidence in being able to perform gave
the dancers the body flow so necessary
to good dancing. And lastly, dancers
DO like "names" — not too many to
frustrate, just enough to fascinate.
The words "razzle-dazzle" in themselves give a feeling of great expectation and performance. We used to
dance "Old Sally Goodin" with the
same type of vim and vigor so we know
how this exuberant feeling is developed.
Incidentally, the command to "Zoom"
has this same quality of "do it now."

SPIN ALONG
by Vince Spillane, Seaforth, Australia
(Author of "Boomerang")
From an ocean wave (men on ends)
ends swing half, centers (boys) cast 'A
and spread apart. Ladies slide together
and trade and spread apart. Boys again
slide together and cast 3/4 around to reform the wave. SPIN ALONG equals a
half sashay. FAN ALONG (centers
start with % and spread, etc.) equals a
right and left thru.
AUTHOR'S EXAMPLES:
Heads couples do-sa-do to ocean wave
SPIN ALONG (16 counts)
Box the gnat, cross trail thru
to Left allemande
Heads flutter wheel, SPIN ALONG
Slide thru, flutter wheel
SPIN ALONG, right and left grand
Sides right and left thru
Flutter wheel and sweep a quarter
SPIN ALONG, turn thru to a
Left allemande
Heads swing thru, spin the top
SPIN ALONG, turn thru
Do-sa-do the outside two
Right and left thru, swing thru
Spin the top, SPIN ALONG
Slide thru, cloverflo
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
SPIN ALONG, spin the top
Swing thru and curlique
Boys run, ladies lead Dixie style
To an ocean wave and rock it
Boys scoot back, ladies circulate
To a left allemande
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Allemande left, allemande thar
Right and left and form a star
Shoot the star full around
Corner right a wrong way thar
Boys back up a left hand star
All-8 SPIN ALONG (all swing half,
girls % and spread apart, boys wait,
four boys slide together and star
half, spread apart, girls wait, four
girls slide together and star %
while the boys wait)
Box the gnat, right and left grand

Sides end up back to back, so:
Heads California twirl,
Left allemande
NOTE: During a normal Grand Square,
the man's face is always facing towards
the opposite girl while moving forward
or backing up. The Chinese version
always has backs toward the opposite
girl while moving forward or backing.

Head couples box the gnat,
Half square thru, swing thru
SPIN ALONG, all-8 circulate
Slide thru, couples hinge and trade
Centers square t hru three-quarters
Left allemande

New .

FIGURES
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CHINESE GRAND SQUARE
by Bill Barton, Ascutney, Vermont
All follow the normal Grand Square
pattern but BACK UP instead of going
forward, and go forward instead of backing up. Set up the square by having
the heads California twirl and sides
stand back to back. (32 counts).
Heads' pattern (after California twirl):
1. Head couples back up to the center
2. Turn backs to partner and walk out
to perimeter of set
3. Turn backs to partner and walk out
to corner of .set
4. Turn backs to opposite and back up
'til you bump.
Reverse: same as Sides' pattern.
Sides pattern (start back to back):
1. Walk forward to corner of square
2. Turn backs to opposite and back up
until you bump
3. Turn backs to center and as a couple
back up to the center
4. Turn backs to partner and walk
straight out to home position.
Reverse: same as Heads' pattern.
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by Will Orlich, Bradenton, Florida
NOTHING NEW
Head couples star thru, partner tag
Partner trade and circle eight
All four boys forward and back
Square thru, count four hands
Then star thru, partner tag
Partner trade, square thru full around
Got a line, ends run, new ends fold
Dixie chain a double track
Lady go left, gent go right
To the corner, left allemande
Head gents and corner girl
Forward and back,
Square thru full around
Split those two around one
Line up four, pass thru, tag the line
Partner trade, partner tag
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Partner trade, partner tag
Wheel and deal, substitute
Four girls square thru, full around
And a quarter more, star thru
Couples circulate, bend the line
Pass thru, partners tag to
Left allemande
Head couples square thru
Sides face and curlique
Centers in and cast off three-quarters

Those who can right and left thru
Others peel off
Those who can star thru, flutter wheel
Others wheel and deal
In the middle crosstrail thru
To the corner, left allemande
Head couples square thru
Sides divide and curlique
Heads separate around one
Cast off % around, all-8 circulate
Centers run, all-8 circulate
Boys on the end turn back, all star thru
Cloverleaf, substitute
Square thru % to
Left allemande
by Howard McCreery, So. Cal. Callers
Four ladies chain, circle left halfway
Heads California twirl, cloverleaf
Sides right and left thru,
Double pass thru, cloverleaf
Dixie grand, right, left, right
Left allemande
by Darrell Hedgecock, So. Cal. Callers
Head ladies chain, heads circle half
First man break to a line of four
Bend the line, pass thru
Circle four to a line
Bend the line, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Allemande left
Head ladies rollaway, heads square thru
Swing thru, slide thru
Wheel and deal, left allemande
Head ladies rollaway, heads square thru
With the outsides half square thru
Cast off 3/4 , star thru
Heads partner trade, left allemande.
Head ladies rollaway, heads square thru
Swing thru, men run right
Wheel and deal, centers slide thru
Left allemande
Head ladies chain right, heads star thru
Pass thru, circle to a line, pass thru
Cast off %, pass thru, wheel and deal
Substitute, swing thru, girls trade
Boys run right, wheel and deal
Square thru 3/4, left allemande
Walk by one, swing and promenade
ZOOMS
by Nick Moran, So. Cal. Callers Assn.
Sides star thru, pass thru, swing thru
Girls turn back, wheel and deal

Dive thru, pass thru, swing thru
Boys trade, boys run, tag the line
Cloverleaf, girls zoom
Double pass thru, boys zoom,
Girls turn back, left allemande
Heads square thru, swing thru
Boys trade, ends zoom
Swing thru, girls trade, ends zoom
Swing thru, boys trade, ends zoom
Boys run, wheel and deal, dive thru
Pass thru, left allemande
by Ramon Marsch, Middlefield, Ohio
Heads star thru, U-turn back
Swing thru, girls run
Box the gnat, pass thru
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Sides star thru, U-turn back
Spin chain thru, swing thru
Centers trade, cast off %
All eight circulate to a
Right and left grand
Sides flutter wheel
Side men face corner, box the gnat
Four men square thru, swing thru
Centers trade, cast off 3/4
Ends trade, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads swing thru, centers trade
Cast off 3/4, boys run
Swing thru, girls circulate
Boys trade, boys run, couples circulate
Bend the line, right and left thru
Swing thru, spin the top
Right and left thru, swing thru
Centers trade, cast off 3/4
Swing thru, centers trade, cast off'
Boys run, bend the line
Flutter wheel, spin the top to a
Grand right and left
by Sam Hazelbaker, Anderson, Indiana
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru spin the top
Curlique, scoot back, boys run
Curl to a wave, swing thru
Curl to a wave, boys run
Couples trade, wheel and deal
Right and left thru, dive thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Side ladies flutter wheel
Curlique, walk and dodge
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Curlique with the outside two
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Ladies lead, flutter wheel
Star thru, dive thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
by Trent Keith, Memphis, Tennessee
SIMILAR, BUT CONTRASTING
Sides curlique, men run
Curlique, men run
Left allemande
Heads box the gnat
Slide thru, box the gnat
Slide thru, left allemande
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida
TRADE THE WAVE
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Right and left thru, Dixie style to an
Ocean wave, trade the wave
Swing thru, boys run, bend the line
Crosstrail, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Square thru %. courtesy turn
Ladies lead Dixie style to a wave
Trade the wave, scoot back
Boys trade, turn thru, left allemande...
Heads lead right circle to a line
Right and left thru, Dixie style to a wave
Girls circulate, boys trade,
Trade the wave, girls run, bend the line
Box the gnat, right and left thru
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Right and left thru
Dixie style to a wave, boys trade
Trade the wave, girls trade
Swing thru, turn thru
Left allemande
by Ed Fraidenburg, Midland, Michigan
Heads square thru, swing thru
Boys run, zoom, couples circulate
Wheel and deal, square thru 1/4
Trade by, left allemande
Sides square thru, swing thru
Boys run, zoom, girls trade
Wheel and deal, star thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads (sides) square thru
Circle half to a two-faced line
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Tag the line right, zoom
Wheel and deal, turn and left thru
Left allemande
by Jay King, Lexington, Massachusetts
Heads pass thru and separate
Around one to a line of four
Star thru, zoom and partner trade
Star thru and pass thru
Wheel and deal, zoom and partner trade
Star thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers square thru %
Left allemande
Sides square thry, swing thru
Boys run, zoom and partner trade
Star thru, swing thru, boys run
Zoom and partner trade
Half square thru, trade by
Left allemande
by Will Orlich, Bradenton, Florida
Heads lead right circle to a line
Lines pass thru, tag the line right
Couples hinge, partners trade
Couples hinge, tag the line in
Pass thru, partner tag,
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, centers run
Couples hinge, partners hinge
All-8 circulate two positions
Boys run, centers square thru 3/4
Outsides trade, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Star thru, swing thru, centers run
Partners hinge, swing thru
Centers run, partners hinge,
Ends circulate, boys run
Lines pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers trade, left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, centers run
Partners hinge, all-8 circulate
Swing thru, centers run
Partners hinge, all-8 circulate
Trade the wave, left swing thru
Centers run, partners hinge
All-8 circulate, trade the wave
Left swing thru, centers run
Partners hinge, all-8 circulate
Boys run, lines pass thru
Wheel and deal
Dixie grand, right, left, right
Left allemande

Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, 3/4 tag the line in
Centers Dixie style to ocean wave
Cast off 3/4, join the ends with them
Cast off 34, new lines, and balance
End ladies run around two, line up four
Bend it, pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Two ladies chain, courtesy turn
And a quarter more, ladies run
Boys trade, ladies run, cast off 3/4
Crosstrail thru to the corner
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Two ladies chain, courtesy turn
And a quarter more, ladies run,
Ends fold, peel off, ladies trade
Wheel and deal, box the gnat
Swing thru, turn thru
To the corner, left allemande
by Charlie Brown, SCVSDCA Workshop
Four ladies chain three-quarters
Head ladies chain across
Heads spin the top, turn thru
Circle four, heads break to a line
Right and left thru, slide thru
Spin chain thru, girls circulate
Cast off 3/4 walk and dodge,
Partner trade, star thru, spin chain thru
Girls circulate, turn thru
Left allemande
Heads curlique, boys run, swing thru
Boys trade, curlique, walk and dodge
Partner trade, star thru
California twirl, right and left thru
Swing thru, cast off %
Walk and dodge, wheel and deal
Substitute, centers pass thru
Left allemande
Sides square thru, curlique
Walk and dodge, partner trade
And a quarter more, box the gnat
Right and left thru, curlique
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Right and left thru, flutter wheel
Sweep a quarter, left allemande
Four ladies chain 3/4 , roll half sashay
1 and 3 curlique, walk and dodge
Star thru, California twirl
Right and left thru, star thru
Do-sa-do to ocean wave, cast off %

Walk and dodge, partner trade
Star thru, trade by, swing thru
Cast off %, walk and dodge
Partner trade, star thru, dive thru
Curlique, left allemande
Head two ladies chain
Roll half sahsay, star thru
Circle four to a line, curlique
Boys run, trade by, right and left thru
Curlique, walk and dodge
Partner trade, star thru
Right and left thru, flutter wheel
Dive thru, substitute, centers pass thru
Square thru five hands, left allemande..
Two and four flutter wheel, sweep 1/4
Pass thru, curlique, walk and dodge
Partner trade, star thru
Right and left thru, flutter wheel
Swing thru, girls circulate
Boys trade, boys circulate to a
Curlique, walk and dodge
Partner trade, box the gnat
Square thru three-quarters
Wheel and deal, centers curlique
Box circulate two positions
Left allemande
Heads square thru, swing thru to a
Curlique, walk and dodge, partner trade
Box the gnat, square thru, cloverflo
Right and left thru, swing thru to a
Curl ique, walk and dodge, partner trade
Box the gnat, square thru, cloverflo
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads square thru, swing thru
Boys run, as couples walk and dodge
Wheel and deal, centers right and left
thru
Pass thru, swing thru, boys run
As couples walk and dodge
Wheel and deal, centers square thru 3/4
Left allemande
by Nick Moran, So. Cal. Callers Notes
Sides square thru, swing thru
Boys run, ends zoom, wheel and deal
Star thru, flutter wheel
Star thru, dive thru, pass thru
Swing thru, boys run, ends zoom
Wheel and deal, star thru
Flutter wheel, star thru, dive thru
Zoom, center four right and left thru
Zoom, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Continued on Page 72
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Do Sa So Shop
137 W. Main St.
Alhambra, Cal. 91801
Complete S/D Wear — Catalog Available

FLORIDA
CHEZ BEA for square and
round dancing CREATIONS
650 N.E. 128 St. (759-8131)
No. Miami, Fla. 33161

GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Road (404) 455-1265
Doraville, Georgia 30340
Your satisfaction guaranteed.

ILLINOIS
THE MAREX CO.
5061,2W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, Ill. 61820
NOVELTY & ACCESSORY CATALOG

INDIANA

•

ALLEMANDE SHOP (219-663-2476)
250 North Main St.
Crown Point, Ind. 46307
OUR BUSINESS —S/D CLOTHING

B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
1538 Main St. (Speedway)
• Indianapolis, Indiana 46224
.it
i
RECORDS SHIPPED SAME DAY
7

:

KANSAS
: : THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
•

•

=fit

• •
;1.

584 Main Street
South Portland, Maine 04106
Large Selection of S/D Items

MARYLAND
DIXIE DAISY
1355 Odenton Rd.
:•1F. Odenton, Maryland 21113
MICHIGAN
RUTHAD (313-841-0586)
..
71C
• 8869 Avis
Detroit, Mich. 48209
7
•1g Prettier, perkier, petticoats, pantalettes

•11' NEW JERSEY
r: The Corral, John Pedersen, Jr.
. . 41 Cooper Ave.
Av West Long Branch, N.J. 07764
S/D APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES

Atkie
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OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOP
1414 E. Market Street
Akron, Ohio 44305
Everything for the Square Dancer
HERGATT'S WESTERN SHOP
50 N. Linwood Ave.
Norwalk, Ohio 44857
EVERYTHING WESTERN
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M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave. (216-835-0354)
Cleveland, Ohio 44111
MAIL ORDERS WELCOME

PENNSYLVANIA

P.O. Box 244
Metairie, La. 70004
Petticoats for Adults, Teens, Pre-Teens

V
t;

NORTH CAROLINA

KENTUCKY
Preslar's Western Shop Inc.
3111 S. 4 St.
Louisville, Ky. 40214
All S/D Supplies; Newcombs & Mikes

:

WESTERN CENTER OF THE SOUTH
1839 Spring Garden Street
Greensboro, No.C. 27403 (274-8936) 4C.
. .
Have truck, will travel!

2527 West Pawnee (316-943-8594)
Wichita, Ks. 67213
Everything for the Square Dancer

t : MAINE
:1F THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY SHOP
:

CLOTHING

SQUARE TOGS
11757 U.S. 42
Sharonville, Ohio 4524]
RECORDS AVAILABLE, TOO!

MO.. LOUISIANA
BETTY-JO Enterprises (504-888-5155)
1
0 •
*I •

NEW YORK

IRONDA Square Dance Shoppe
759 Washington Ave. (266-5720)
Irondequoit, Rochester, N.Y.
Everything for the square dancer!
Donohue's Dancing Duds
205 Lincoln St.
Scotia, NY 12302
Have Dudsmobile, will travel!

• .
•
• •
•
• .
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Marea's Western Wear & Records
3749 Zimmerly Road
Cor. Love & Zimmerly)
Erie, Pa. 16506

i 1 I :i
:IF

SOUTH CAROLINA
Marty's Square Dance Fashion
404 Cherokee Drive
Greenville, S.C. 29607
S/D Clothing for men & women

:41•:
•
:11:
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TENNESSEE
DOUBLE 0 RANCH WEAR
1460 National St. (901-323-3760)
Memphis, Tenn. 38122
Will ship records and clothing.

AV

Nick's Western Shop
245 E. Market & Cherokee
Kingsport, Tenn. 37660
WILL SHIP RECORDS & CLOTHING

. .
:•11•
•

WEST VIRGINIA
BUCK & SANDY'S WESTERN WEAR 1,
Route 3, Meadowdale
Fairmont, West Virginia 26554
• •
Complete Line for Square Dancers
. .
Western Wear & Tack
::1[_•.:
5006 McCorkle Ave. SW
South Charleston, WV 25303
!IV
Square Dance Apparel

.4..0.4it!

by wry of the
Oklahoma Newsletter
& Square Dancing Magazine

We have all seen a wide eyed child
with that certain look asking mom,
"Why?". This is a child's way of learning. Being grown-ups we sometimes
fail to ask "Why?". There are several
graduations coming up very soon; maybe some of our "Whys" may help them.
1. Why do we dance? It satisfies our
need to express rhythm and to move
with the tempo of music.
2. Why do we square dance? This is a
way to fill our need to dance. It also
is something that the husband and
wife can do as a couple in every
phrase of square or round dancing.
3. Why do we have square dance clubs?
Because this gives us a feeling of belonging to a group, taking part in a
pleasure-filled pastime, and cooperating in all activities of square and
round dancing.
4. Why are some callers and some
dancers? To square dance, we need
someone to teach. Callers work
many long hard hours learning to
call, to learn the basic steps of
square dancing, to correctly maneuver dancers in a smooth, flowing
formation, also to learn new singing
calls and patter. Callers enjoy calling, and bringing the dance to the
dancers so they can do it together.
Dancers just enjoy dancing, for the
fun and fellowship and enjoyment
we derive from America's favorite
pastime.
5. Why do we have a District (Federation) and a State Board? Dancers
find that there are goals and pro-

jects, (sometimes emergencies) that
a club or a group of people can not
achieve or do along. This is where
your District Board helps out, by
letting the clubs know what other
clubs and dancers are doing in your
locality. The District can offer training for club officers, and assist in a
number of ways; they hold business
meetings so all clubs and dancers
come to an understanding of each
other; the District also sponsors
dancing functions all dancers can attend and enjoy to get acquainted
with other dancers; they offer their
aid in anyway possible to the clubs
and members. Your State Board
does the same for all the Districts.
6. Why is there a need for a Caller's
Association? This gives all callers
the opportunity to share ideas, to
make certain a caller knows how to
call, to lead, and to know the background and philosophy of square
dancing. It also gives them a mutual
understanding of the needs for
square dancing in their area; it gives
them the opportunities to learn new
steps and formations; to keep square
dancing improving and more fun,
and to assist one another.
7. Why do we need a Round Dance
Association? This is primarily the
same reason we need a callers association. Any specialized field needs
a framework in which to work and
communicate. Through these associations, the teachers' different
methods of dancing and teaching
can be improved and the dance material can be screened, leading better
dancing.
8. Why should we be interested in
Callerlab? Because this is a sincere
effort by a number of veteran
callers, around our nation and the
world, to offer leadership direction
to all square dance activities.
Through their efforts and the raising of the calling standards, these
veteran callers offer callers' benefits,
improved programs, callers training,
public relations and leadership in
Continued on Page 70
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c7Come Jneustries
Tastefully adorn your home, and at the
same time identify yourselves to all as
"square dancers." Crown your roof with
a beautifully wrought weathervane, and
personalize your lamp post or mail box
with an appropriately lettered sign,
topped with an attractive couple doing
a right arm swing.

THE

RADERS

All are custom cast in aluminum and
finished in long-life flat black enamel.

X
■
S17.50
16"x 13"
Please PRINT name desired —
lettered on both sides.

WEATHERVANE

27"x32"
525.00

ACT NOW!
Pre-paid
Check or Money Order
•

ROME l NDUSTRIES
331 Athens St.
Jackson, Ohio 45640
15"x15"
S19.50
Please PRINT name desired—
lettered on both sides.
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Recently we ran across this novel pitch by Leo and Georgette Chauvin
in the New England Caller magazine. Now there's a fresh idea! In a nutshell,
the idea is "Send your beginner prospects to us, we'll turn them into qualified square dancers, and graduate them into YOUR club."
Here is the original copy just as it appeared. Maybe this could work in
your area:

Everyone knows how many clubs are falling apart because clubs no longer can afford to run
classes for three or four couples, who probably could save the club.
We at Circle C in North Grafton, Mass., are trying something new and would like to see others
who can do the same and follow in our footsteps. The square dance world can't afford to lose one
prospective dancer.
On Friday, January 25th, 8:00 P.M., we will start Worcester County's first professional class.
YOU send or bring the people.
YOU register them.
WE will teach them.
THEY will automatically graduate as
YOUR club members.
YOUR club pays no caller.
YOUR club pays no hall.
YOU get new members.
TRY IT, YOU'LL LIKE IT!
No one likes to see a club die because of the price of teaching a class.
Leo & Georgette Chauvin
No. Grafton, Mass.

THE SOUND
WITH THE
SOLID BEAT

NE W RELEASES

JK-154 LITTLE GIRL OF MINE
Caller: Carl Hanks

JK-155 HOW DO YOU DO
Caller: Kip Garvey

RECENT RELEASES
JK-152 ALBERTA BOUND
Caller: Red Bates

JK- 153 LET ME BE THERE
Caller: Kip Garvey
"ft
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MERRBACH
• Flip instrumentals

PRESENTS

BLUE STAR & DANCE RANCH LP &TAPES
(LP $5.98 pp. 26t, Tapes $6.95 pp. 184
1024BS— Dave Taylor Calling in Stereo
1023BS— Marshall Flippo Calling in Stereo, Kirkwood Lodge
1022BS— Al Brownlee Calling the Fontana Album in Stereo
1021BS— Marshall Flippo Calls the Basic 50 (No 8-track tape of this one)
2001DR— Ron Schneider Calls in Stereo

BLUE STAR 45 RPM RELEASES
1984— Any Old Wind That Blows, Caller: Nate Bliss•
1983— Nothing But the Best For My Baby, Caller: Johnny VVykoff •
1982— Love Bug Itch, Caller: Marshall Flippo•
1981— Don't Fight the Feeling of Love, Bob Fisk•
1980— Turn On Your Light and Let It Shine, Johnny Wykoff•

DANCE RANCH 45 RPM RELEASES:
625— Blue Ridge Mountains Turning Green, Caller: Ron Schneider•
624— Rosie, Caller: Barry Medford•
623— I'll Always Thank You for the Sunshine, Caller: Frank Lanes
622— Red Rubber Ball, Caller: Ron Schneider•
621— Sweet Gypsy Rose, Caller: Ron Schneider•

BOGAN RELEASES
1257— Slowly You're Driving Me Out of my Mind, Caller: Lem Gravelle•
1256— Last Blues Song, Caller: Lem GraveIle*

LORE RELEASES:
1144— Take Your Girlie Promenading, Caller: Stan Ruebell•
1143— Go Hide John, Caller: Don Whitaker•

SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES:
2367— Amarillo By Morning, Caller: Ken Oppenlander•
2366— She' Got Everything I Need, Caller: Bill Owsley•
2365— I Hear Little Rock Calling, Caller: Clyde Wood•
2364— Do What You Do Do Well, Caller: Bill Owsley•

ROCKING A RELEASES:
1361— Hee Haw Polka Square, Caller: Dave King•
1360— City of New Orleans, Caller: Bob Arnold•
1359— Silver Dollar, Caller: Bobby Jones•

We carry all square dance labels. Dealers' inquiries are invited.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE
323 West 14th St., Houston, Texas
54
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Sketchpad Commentary
JULY IS THE MONTH WE HONOR THE LADIES, FELLOWS, AND SO LET'S CONSIDER
ALL THE WONDERFUL WAYS THOSE PRECIOUS PARTNERS ARE IMPORTANT TO US
BOTH IN AND OUTSIDE OF THE SQUARE/ROUND REALM, DAY BE DAY; SHE IS A—
COMPANION
'1 41

ORGANIZER

_141;4
SHOPPER

BEAUTY

SPORTSWOMAN

GARDENER
SQUARE DANCE TAW

WORRIER

I

HOMEMAKER

QUEEN
OF OUR
LIVES
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Badges
ARMETA - Dept. A
Original Fun Club Badges
12505 N. E. Fremont St.
Portland, Oregon 97230
CENTURY CLUB
Merit badge of distinction. Join today.
P.O. Box 57
Westfield, Mass. 01085.
Cost: S1.25
KNOTHEAD BADGES- Official & Original
Washington Knotheads
P.O. Box 245
Gig Harbor, Washington 98335.
L LORRY'S
1852 South Reed Street 1303-986-6446/
Lakewood, Colorado 80226
Activity & Club Badges
LUDLOW TROPHY & BADGE
Tom Curto & Sons
116 Sewall St.
Ludlow, Mass. 01056
THE MA REX COMPANY
506'.4 W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, III. 61820
Largest selection - Fun & Club Badges
FREE CATALOGUE
MARMAC SPECIALTIES
316 Brockton Road 1567-1321)
Oxon Hill, Maryland 20021
Free Fun Badge Catalog
C.W. Eichhorn
SPECIALTY ENGRAVING CO.
3470 Grandview Ave. Dept. A
Cincinnati, Ohio 45241

Record•
DISTRIBUTORS
OHIO
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 16
Bath, Ohio
WASHINGTON
A & K Record Distributors
P.O. Box 24106
Seattle, Wash. 98124
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ALBERTA 8th Ann. Calgary Stampede,
July 4-13. Write Don Conroy, 3540 Beaver
Rd. NW, Calgary, Alberta T2L 1X1.
NEW YORK- Camping Weekend, July 4-6,
So-Hi Cmpgds., Lyonsville; Don Hanhurst,
Tim Ryan; Aug. 2-4, Garnet May & Don.
Write Don Hanhurst, PO Box 3290, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603.
KENTUCKY- Western-style S/D, Bill Claywell, July 5, Hoedown Island, Slade, Ky.
Write B. Claywell, 8207 Pandorea Dr., Louisville, KY 40258.
ARKANSAS- S/D Weekend, Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs, July 4-6; Cal Golden, Glenn
Turpin, Jerry Long, Gene Trimmer. Write:
PO Box 2280, Hot Springs, AR 71901.
OHIO- Tip Top Twirl, July 5-7, Hiram College, Hiram, Ohio; Ralph Pavlik, Bill Peterson, Lovelaces & Sullivans. Write Walt Nanes,
1049 Vincent, Alliance, OH 44601.
KENTUCKY- Barren Cty. Bicentennial
Festival, July 5-6, Nat. Guard Armory, Glasgow; Bruce Blythe, Bill Pace, Johnny Davis,
Betty and Clancy Mueller, Johnny Wykoff.
Write Ms. Tracey Potter, 502 E. Main St.,
Glasgow, KY 42141.
ALASKA- State Festival, July 5-7, Anchorage; Beryl Main. Write Jimmy Carney, 125
E. Manor Ave., Anchorage, AK 99501.
PENNSYLVANIA- Camp & Dance, Kalyumet Park, Lucinda; July 12-13, Ramon
Marsch. Write J. Marsch, 10222 Bundysburg Rd., Middlefield, OH 44062.
WASHINGTON- 6th Ann. Leadership Seminar, July 12-13, Bob Ruff, Ellensburg.
Write Ray Cobb, 55 W. Washington (B-17I,
Yakima, WA 98903.
NORTH CAROLINA- Tri-State Festival,
Durham Motel, Durham; July 12-13; Jim
Horton, Lawrence Pulley, Mack Pipkin, Dorsey Adams, Tommy Holloman, Jessie Taylor, Ruth Jewell. Write M. Pipkin, Rt. 10
Box 390, Raleigh, NC 27603.
OHIO- Summer Workshop, Hospitality Motor Inn, Toledo; July 12-14; Jim Mayo, Betty & Clancy Mueller. Write Frank Lehnert,
2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, OH 43611.
PENNSYLVANIA- Camping, July 14-16;
Indian Brave Campground, Harmony. Write

Ron Schneider, 55 Barrett Rd. Berea 044017
COLORADO- Callers Colleges, Dance
Ranch,July 14-18, 21-25. Write Frank Lane,
PO Box 1382, Estes Park, CO 80517.
KENTUCKY- NSDCA Camporee, Beech
Bend Park, Bowling Green; July 16-18.
Write David & Emma Scheuler, 4606 Hedgerow Way, Louisville, KY 40220.
ENGLAND- EAASDC Summer Jamboree,
July 18-20, Alexandra Park. Write M. Oliver,
15 Barnhill Rd., Hayes, Middlesex UB4 9AP.
OREGON- State Summer Festival, July 1820, State Fairgrounds, Salem; Melton Luttrell, Wayne & Norma Wylie. Write PO Box
387, Salem, OR 97301.
ONTARIO- 5th Ann. S/D Festival, Lakeview HS, Thunder Bay; Al Berry, July 1820. Write Don & Lavinia Timms, 201-955
Hudson Ave., Thunder Bay, Ont. P7A 6J6.
OHIO- Atwood Lake Lodge Weekends,
July 19-20, Ken Bower, Sam Mitchell, Eberharts; July 26-27, Bud Redmond, Birdie Mesick, Sam Mitchell. Write Betty Mitchell, 219
E. Society Dr., Holiday, FL 33589.
NEW YORK- 8th Ann. Weekend, High
School, Auburn, July 19-21; Carl Hanks,
Bud Redmond, Murray & Dot Truax. Write
Bill & Marilyn Cox, Sherwood Rd., RD 4,
Moravia, NY 13118.
MONTANA- 14th Round-O-Rama, Elks
Rest, Flathead Lake, July 19-21; Leroy
& Anita Stark. Write Rusty Strong, 4407
Rainbow Drive, Missoula, Montana.INDIANA- Camper weekends, Shades St.
Pk., July 19-21, 26-28. Write Max Forsyth
3201 E. Tulip Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46227.
MICHIGAN- West Coast Airplane Trip, July 20-28, from Detroit and Chicago to San
Francisco, Las Vegas and Los Angeles. Write
Bill Peterson, 30230 Oakview, Livonia, MI.
CALIFORNIA- Asilomar Vacation Institute
Callers Course, July 21-26. Write SIOASDS,
462 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA.
MASSACHUSETTS- Castle Hill Renaissance Dance Week, July 21-28, Ipswich.
Write Castle Hill Foundation, 379 Linebrook
Rd., Ipswich, MA 01938.
ARKANSAS- 2nd State S/D Convention,
Little Rock, July 26-27. Write Joe & Nadine
Higgins, 6708 Westover Dr., Little Rock, AR
72207.
WYOMING- 10th Ann. Frontier Shindig,
July 27, Bob Wickers. Write 920 Pike St.,
Cheyenne, WY 82001.
WEST VIRGINIA- 4th S&R/D Festival,
Huntington; July 26-28; Jerry Haag, Sonny
Bess, Bill Claywell, Al Hosmer, Ray & Bea
Dowdy. Write Sonny & Mary Bess, 646
Adams Ave., Huntington, WV.
CALIFORNIA- Sierra S/D Vacation, July
28-Aug. 3, Feather River Family Camp.
Write Office of Parks & Rec., 1520 Lakeside
Dr.. Oakland, CA 94612.

3/11 Products
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965) -

Five-color, eyecatching seals on your correspondence are an invitation to square dancing,
Order from Bill Crawford, Box 18442, Memphis, Tn. 38118. Samples on request: One
sheet (50/-50i; Three sheets (1501-51; Ten
sheets-53; Twenty-S5; Special discount on
100 sheets for Club or S/D Shop resale.
YAK STACK
Sound Columns for Callers
Write: P.O. Box 184, Wenham, Mass. 01984
Call: 617-468-2533

Evie & Dick Thomas
13 Lucian Street
Manchester, Conn.
06040
S/D LABELS with dancing couple, 500 @ S2
Order from Square Specialties, Box 1065,
Manchester, Conn. 06040.

Tapes
HANHURST'S Tape & Record Service
P.O. Box 3290
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12603
MONTHLY RECORD PREVIEWS

Clubs
BACHELORS 'N' BACHELORETTES, INT.
Square & Round Dance Club for Singles -

.#11011
"
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Twenty-four Years Experience!
Inquiries invited for affiliation
or for starting new groups in
tfie U.S. and Abroad!

Jay M. Metcalf, International President
1039 West Edgeward Road
Los Angeles, CA 90026 12131 623-6913

Records

411

MODERN ALBUMS FOR INSTRUCTION"The Fundamentals of Square Dancing"
ISIO Label) Level 1; Level 2; Level 3. Write
for descriptive literature to Bob Ruff, 8455
FCITAIII

Whither CalifnrniA cillACK

Continued on Page 70
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KEEP 'EM DANCING, Continued

Books
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SET-UP AND GET-OUT:
A manual to help callers
create original choreography with infinite variations. $6 ppd. Order from
Will Orlich, PO Box 8577,
Bradenton, Fla. 33505.

ORLICH

AFTER PARTY FUN, 52.50 plus 15¢ mailing, Contains two books combined into one,
with new material that will put life into your
club or festival. Edited by the man who originated after party fun at dances and festivals.
Order from Ray Smith, Star Harbor, Malakoff, Texas 54148.
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS, (64 exercises) 53.25 ppd. 10 week dancer proven basic course, dance positions, R/D
terminology, mixers, basic styling hints and
and helps on teaching. Order from Frank
Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St. Toledo, Ohio.
THE 1973 TOP TEN: Featuring
The 114 most frequently used Square Dance
commands of 1973. Listed according to frequency of use .... with definitions.
Definitions of the 240 new-in-73 commands.
Bill's selection of the TOP TEN commands
from the 1973 list with sample figures and
Choreo Analysis. ILLUSTRATED — $3 ppd.
Send check or money order to BILL DAVIS
180 N. Cas-tanya, Menlo Park, CA 94025.

Heads square thru four, centers in
Cast off 3/a, centers turn thru
All cast off 3/a, half square thru
Trade by, square thru 3/4
Trade by, left allemande
From the PULSE POLL:
Heads square thru four, curlique
Split circulate once and a half
To a diamond, diamond circulate
Men cast off 3/4, tag the line right
Wheel and deal, sweep a quarter,
Star thru, left.allemande
Heads square thru four, curlique
Split circulate once and a half
To a diamond, boys circulate
Girls trade, diamond circulate
Boys cast off %, tag the line right
Bend the line, star thru, veer left
Couples circulate, bend the line
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four, pass thru
U—turn back, curlique,
Split circulate once and a half
Diamond circulate, men circulate
Girls cast off %, all cast off %
Cross trail thru, left allemande

through the use of COMPREHENSIVE
HASH. This book presents a new concept
in hash calling that will surprise your dancers with the familiar basics. Price: $15.00.
Send to Louis P. Ouellet, 79 Sage Avenue
Bridgeport, Conn. 06610.

Heads square thru four, curlique
Split circulate once and a half
Diamond circulate, girls circulate
Men cast off 3h, couples circulate
Tag the line right, wheel and deal
Curlique, split circulate once and a half
Diamond circulate, girls circulate
Men cast off %, couples circulate
Tag the line right, wheel and deal
Left allemande

300+ COMBINATIONS OF STAR THRU
EQUIVALENTS AND THEIR USES— eight
chapters and examples using combinations
to zero out any set-up. Price: S7.50. Order:
Jim Gemmel°, 228 W. 6th St., Garnett,
Kansas 66032.

Heads star thru, pass thru
Pass thru, U-turn back, curl ique
Split circulate once and a half
Diamond circulate, men circulate
Girls cast off %, all cast off %
Left allemande

MODERN AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE
CALLERS: Know the mechanics of square
dance calls and expand your choreography

SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA;
by Bill Burleson; $5.00 Rapid, comprehensive reference for nearly 2000 sid movements. Results of 10-year survey. Supplements available three times a year.
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE to Better Square
Dancing by Bill Burleson, $3.00. 80 pages,
130 movements; a must for every dancer.
Order from: Bill Burleson, 2565 Fox Ave.
Minerva, Ohio 44657
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KALEIDOSCOPE, Continued

"And so, as the moon rises over the
old square dance hall, we conclude our
history of this form of recreation. An
odd recreation it is too! You perspire
uncomfortably in summer, freeze in
winter — and I love it!"
(Remember, that was a Liar's Contest—don't believe all you see in print!)

•Record• Notes
DEALERS

MONTHLY
SERVICES
for Callers

SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES
Trent Keith
3510 Denver St.
Memphis, TN 38127

ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
P.O. Box 2154
Sierra Vista 85635
Dancer's accessories, caller's equipment

HASHING IT OVER
Jay King
P.O. Box 462
Lexington, MA 02173

CALIFORNIA
Nancy Seeley's Records for Dancing
P.O. Box 5156
China Lake, Cal. 93555
Also flags, books, shoes — All by mail!

NOTES FOR CALLERS
Jack Lasry
19010 N.W. 11th Ave.
Miami, Florida 33169

Robertson Dance Supplies
3600 33rd Ave.
Sacramento, Cal. 95824
GEORGIA
C & MINESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Rd.
Doraville, GA 30340
ILLINOIS
Andy's Record Center
1614 N. Pulaski Rd.
Chicago, III. 60639
Ask about our bonus plan
INDIANA
Whirlaway News & Records
CALLERS DREAM
13261 Chippewa Blvd.
Mishawaka 46544
MAINE
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE
10 Second Street
Hallowell, Maine 04347

TEMPO
Jeanne Moody (408-422-9448)
632 University Ave.
Salinas, CA 93901
CHOREO GUIDELINE (75 Basics)
and
NATIONAL CALLERS REPORT
Willard Orlich
P.O. Box 8577, Bayshore Gardens
Bradenton, FL 33505
TORONTO & DISTRICT VD ASSOCIATION
Dept. SDM 1
25 Elmwood Avenue
VVillowdale, Ontario, Canada
VD ASSOC. of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Ted Wegener
16404 Ardath Avenue
Gardena, CA 90247

MASSACHUSETTS
Jerry's Record Service
48 Grove St.
Springfield, Mass. 01107
MINNESOTA
J-J RECORDS
1724 Hawthorne Ave. E.
St. Paul, Mn. 55106
612-774-5732
MISSOURI
Webster Records
124 West Lockwood Ave.
Webster Groves, Mo. 63119
20 Years of Prompt Service
NORTH CAROLINA
Raybuck Record Serv. & Callers Sup.
Route 1, Box 212
Advance, N.C. 27006

OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOP
1414 E. Market Street
Akron, Ohio 44305
Everything for the Square Dancer
F & S Western Shop
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo 43609
WASHINGTON
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL STORES
1006 Southcenter Shopping Ctr.(98188)
or 750 Northgate Mall, Seattle, 198125)
EVERYTHING for the square dancer!
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HARRY McCOLGAN
A mild-mannered, soft-spoken and extremely popular caller, Harry McColgan hails
from Princeton, West Virginia. Harry and his wife, Ethel, started square dancing in
1961; in 1963 he helped form a club known as the Twilight Twirlers and started
his calling career. A member of the West Virginia Callers and Round Dance Leaders
Association, Harry has organized the festivals held at Mountain Lake twice a year,
and masterminded the Honeyland Festival at Concord College in Athens, W.V.
HOEDOWNS
Square Rock — Kalox
Brownie — Pulse
Don's Dream — Wagon Wheel
Rompin — Kalox
SINGING CALLS
Matamoras — Red Boot
I'll Always Love You — HiHat

FIRST
STEPS

Let Me Sing — Red Boot
Riding My Thumb to Mexico — Red Boot
Ooh La La — Lightning
Satin Sheets — Red Boot
Me and Mama — Red Boot
I Believe in Sunshine — Wagon Wheel
Bad Bad Leroy Brown — Wagon Wheel
You Took the Ramblin Out of Me — Longhorn

ANOTHER NEW BOOK FOR CALLERS,
ROUND DANCE TEACHERS, AND
CONTRA ENTHUSIASTS, BY WALT COLE

0.0.1..1.1.941,01.11

now

FUNDAMENTALS OF CONTRA CALLING

1.1.01.

CLLER
SERIES
A ID
Order from American Squaredance Magazine — $2.00 ppd.
Sandusky, Ohio 44870
Box 788

Produced by Shelby Dawson, 334 Annapolis Dr., Claremont, CA
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NEW RELEASES
5042 I Love You More and More Everyday—
Shelby & Laura Lee Dawson
5043 Hoedown: Poo Bear/Punkin' and the Mouse
5044 Dear Hearts and Gentle People — Ross Quest
4755 Easy level R/D: Ain't We Got Fun/Your Own Backyard.
RECENT RELEASES
5041 Saturday Night — Al Stevens
5040 There's Better Tings In Life — Dick Parrish
5039 Preacher and the Bear — Warren Rowles
5038 Dixie and Yankee Doodle Medley — Al Stevens
WRITE FOR NEW FREE CATALOGUE

EXPERIMENTAL BASIC

1

An unusually high return of ballots this month insures that the movements below,
at both levels, are what the workshop-oriented groups across North America, at least,
prefer to be doing "right at this point in time" to add a bit of zest or challenge to
their programs. This is not "gospel," but just a tiny indicator that may "motivate"
a caller or two to take another look at a movement high on this list of "relative
appeal,"as seen here:
PRACTICALLY MAINSTREAM
(Plus-10 over the 75 standard group)
1. Curlique
2. Flutterwheel
3. Walk and dodge
4. Scoot back
5. Sweep a quarter
6. Split/box/single file circulate
7. Cloverflo
8. Zoom
9. Hinge and trade
10.Spin chain the gears
Close contenders: Partner hinge, partner
trade, turn and left thru, fan the top, diamond circulate, trade the wave, veer, pair
off, (Plus 45 others further down the list
in votes cast).

TOP TEN EXPERIMENTAL
(Highly experimental, use with caution)
1. Motivate
2. Peel the top
3. Cast a shadow
4. Flip back
5. Recycle
6. Coordinate
7, Peel and streak
8. Spin chain the line
9. Phantom circulate
10. Rotary tag thru star
Close contenders: Half tag, trade and roll,
remakes, reciprocate, spin along, lock it,
pick up and wheel, and 49 other variations.

ATTENTION CALLERS
New Hoedowns With A
"Polynesian Flavor"

KATUMBA — KONA
Hi-Hat 625
KAVAI I — HILO
Hi-Hat 626

HI—HAT RDEAcNOCRED,

TEMPO
Smooth-flowing, mind-tickling material using 75-plus-10 basics and
movements especially designed for
club dancing. Published four times a
year, Jan., April, July, Oct., by
JEANNE MOODY
632 University Avenue, Salinas, CA 93901
510.50 per year
Complimentary copy on request
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CW 102
HELLO LOVE
by Ron Russell
V..

CW 103
THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY
By Ron Russell

3
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D & R RECORDS, 9080 Bloomfield Sp. 211, Cypress, CA 90630.
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NEW RELEASES
I Pr
Larry Jack

-

WW1-17
STOP THE WORLD
(LET ME OFF)
by Kenn Reid

John Swindle

WW1-18
GOOD FRIENDS & FIREPLACES --'
by John Swindle

RECENT RELEASES

'

WW1-16
BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS
(Turning Green)
by Bobby Christian
WW1-14
GARDEN PARTY
BY John Swindle

WW1-15
ME AND YOU AND A
DOG NAMED BOO
by Larry Jack

WW2-4
JERRY'S HEADACHE/JESSIE'S HOP:

PRODUCED BY: LARRY JACK, 200 Olinda Drive, Brea Cal. 92621 PH 714-524-0270
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NATIONAL
NEWS

NEW ORLEANS CALLERS SEMINAR

In May, the New Orleans Callers
Association hosted their second callers'
seminar conducted by Earl Johnston
of Connecticut, with thirty-five callers
and leaders in attendance from all sections of Louisiana and one from Mississippi.
While the callers were in session, the
afternoon program for wives was a very
interesting book review, followed by
refreshments. The evening program
was a dance by Earl using the techniques he presented earlier, with fifty
squares in attendance. Following the
dance, a buffet was served for those
registered.
The NOCA has chosen for their new
workshop call "file to a line," with the
review call being "turn and left thru."
Earl McCullum
New Orleans, Louisiana
IN MEMORIAM
Andy Truelson, WASCA President
Washington, D.C.
Clarence Soeder, Past-presideht Broken Wheel
S/D Club, Mentor, Ohio
Lillian Vandever, Caller's Wife
McAllen, Texas
FLAMING LEAVES FESTIVAL

Plans are nearing completion for the
third Flaming Leaves S/D Festival to
be held in Lake Placid's famous Olympic Arena. The dates, September 2729, have been set to coordinate with
the beautiful fall carpet of color, in the
high peaks region of the Adirondack
Mountains.
A well-rounded program with two
levels of dancing during most of the
weekend is planned. Bob Jaffray of

Petersboro, Ontario will be calling for
the full weekend, and his wife Jane
will be leading the round dances. They
will be joined by Orphie Easson of
St. Catharines, Ontario; Ron Libby of
Scarboro, Maine; and Don Hanhurst of
Poughkeepsie, New York. Local callers
Ralph Hoag of Plattsburgh and Armand Reandeau of Tupper Lake will
also assist.
The highlight of the Friday night
opening dance will be the crowning of
the new king and queen by the present
monarchs. Saturday activities will include dancing at the famous Mt. Van
Hoevenberg Bobsled Run and Intervale
Olympic Ski Jump for special badges,
one of a kind. Also included will be
round dance fun, workshopping the
squares and relaxed dancing, a festival
ball, fashion show and after-party with
refreshments. There will be displays of
square dance supplies. Sunday morning, dancers will be able to enjoy hot
hash and advanced as well as "gimmick" and fun dancing for those who
do not dance the fast pace. Beginning
at 1 p.m. Sunday, the Farewell Dance
will wind up a perfect weekend in the
western hemisphere's original "Olympic Village" at Lake Placid, New York.
Bernie & Dot Baker
P.O. Box 443
Lake Placid, New York 12946
BUCKEYE POLL TOP TEN
1. Take One Step
2. Sugar Foot
3. Stardust
4. Sugar
5. Whistling
6. Walk Right Back
7. Butterfly
8. Arms of Love
9. Dancing on a Cloud
10. Beautiful River
ILLINOIS FEDERATION OFFICERS

New officers elected in May to
guide the Illinois Federation of Square
Dance Clubs are: Leroy Tungett, president; Roy Anders, vice-president; Jim
Unsttatd, treasurer; Lynn Dieterle,
secretary.
Lynn Dieterle
Jacksonville, Illinois
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One Pbotostanzp Is
till, th 1000 Words...

Dub" Hayes

NEW RELEASES:

Perforated, Gummed Backs.
3 sizes, Black & White only.
S5 per sheet, any size.

Mal Minshall

Maxi-size: 50 per sheet.
Midi (shown): 100 per sheet.
Mini: 200 per sheet.

DON'T FIGHT THE FEELINGS OF LOVE
CR 102
"Dub" Hayes
SONG AND DANCE
MAN

BUTCH/PAL MAL
CR 101 Hoedowns

Allow three weeks. Send any photo or negative, check or money order to:

CR 103 Mal Minshall

Billie Gawthrop, 1431 Walnut, C-15,
Canon City, Colorado 81212

1908 Westwood Ave., Springdale, AR 72764

tern Overlooks a National Legacy and
Heritage," and was published by the
Stamp and Coin publication of Lindquist publications. Some of the points
outlined in the article appeared in the
April "Straight Talk" in this magazine.
Mary has also written to Mary Margaret Jamieson, Executive Secretary of
the Citizens' Stamp Advisory Committee, and recommends that others send
letters to this group, stating their positions in desiring a commemorative
stamp. The address is Administration
Group, Washington, DC 20260, with
Ms. Jamieson's name and title.
Miss Jamieson's letter to Mary says,
"we will keep the proposal active so
long as interest is generated in it." It's
up to square dancers to provide this
interest.

INDIANAPOLIS S/D CALLERS

The new officers of the Greater Indianapolis Square Dance Callers' Association, Inc., for the year May 1974
thru May 1975 are: Martin Jones,
President; "Red" Adams, F irst Vice
President (Festival); Bill Donahue,
Second Vice President (Callers' Class);
Larry Week ley, Treasurer; and Ruth B.
Moody, (Indianapolis) Secretary.
SQUARE DANCING STAMP

Marvin Labahn of Chicago Ridge,
Illinois, is waging a personal campaign
to convince the postal authorities of a
need to issue a stamp commemorating
square dancing. In order to get this
subject to people other than dancers,
he wrote an article in response to a
request for features on philately for
entry in the Ben Reeves Literary Award
competition in connection with the
Chicago Compex '74 show. The judges
submitted Marvin's article to a stamp
publication for printing.
The article was entitled "Postal Sys-

HUNTINGTON'S 4TH S&R/D FESTIVAL,
July 26-28, Marshall University Student Center, Huntington, W.V.; Sonny Bess, Jerry
Haag, Bill Claywell, Al Hosmer, Dowdys.
Write Sonny Bess, 646 Adams Avenue,
Huntington, WV 25701.
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YOU GET A HALL— kr
I'LL DO THE CALL!
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LISTEN TO A COUNTRY SONG
WW

by Don Franklin

704
RAMBLIN MAN

WW

by Gary Shoemake

703
I BELIEVE IN SUNSHINE

WW

1916 Poseyville Rd., Route 10

Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone (517) 835-9524
AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA
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by Gary Shoemake
MUSIC BY THE VVAGONMASTE RS
P.O. Box 364

Arvada, Colorado

Product Line
1
re

A new product, surprisingly offered for sale at all u.a. post offices, is a
plastic air-bubble-lined mailing envelope, available in three sizes at a
reasonable price, we think — 204 300, and 40i — depending on the size
best suited to your needs. The smallest is just right to send a few badges
(and protect the clips), while the biggest is jsut right for mailing one or
several 33 1/3 albums safely. Another use for the small containers is to
separate, index, and protect all your taping gear, including microphones,
cords, adapters, and tape reels. Buy a few and boost the U.S. Mails.

INTRODUCING
NEW ILLUMINATED
DANGLE/LITE
EARRINGS! ! !
Easy and fun to wear . .
for formal or everyday
costumes. Lovely gold
like sculptured metal
has six fashion color
changes. Daytime loveliness becomes a nighttime sensation. Converts
easily for pierced ears. Send only $25.00 a pair
plus $1.00 handling & sh,pp.ng. Be first to wear
Dangle 'Lites. Wholesalers .. Dealers ... cash
on a skyrocketing market with a fasnion first
Write A. Dean Watkins Co., 1209 E. Saginaw St.,
Lansing, Mi. 48903 or phone: (517) 489-5763

This Coupon Is
GOOD FOR $10.00
Off The Regular Price
of $25.00
On a Sample Pair of:
DANGLE/LITE EARRINGS
DANGLE/LITE EARRINGS were a -big
hit" at the National Convention in San Antonio, Texas. ORDER YOUR SET TODAY ,

(-flustang anb iLtginfung

L1644TNINer
'MUSTANG
Releases:
MS163- IF LOVING YOU IS WRONG
by Chuck Bryant
MS160- TEN GUITARS by Dave Smith
MS159- BETWEEN WINSTON-SALEM
& NASHVILLE, TN. by Nelson Watkins
MS158- JAMBALAYA by Nelson Watkins
MS 162- BIG BOB/LITTLE BOB Hoedown
LIGHTNING S Releases:
LS5024- JUST BECAUSE YOU ASK ME
TO by Randy Dougherty
LS5023- SHE TAUGHT ME TO YODEL
by Jack Cloe
LS5022- YOU AIN'T MAN ENOUGH
by Les Main
LS5021- RAINING HERE THIS MORNIN
by Randy Dougherty
LS5020- SEND NO ROSES, Art Springer
1314 Kenrock Dr.,San Antonio, Tx 78227
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WALTZ MEDLEY — Telemark 797
Choreography by Paul and Kae Nay

1
7
11:1
ROUND DANCES
by Frank & Phyl Lehner(

Pretty music, "Little Sir Echo," "Always,"
and "What'll I Do;" high intermediate due
mostly to three sixteen-measure routines.

TIL TOMORROW — Telemark 4952
Choreo by Charlie & Madeline Lovelace
Pleasant music; a flowing solid intermediate
waltz with some international flavor.

LOVE IS A BEAUTIFUL SONG— MCA
40025
Good music with a vocal; several dance versions have come out.

MISS PRETTY — Grenn 14189
Choreography by Al Rowland

WIVES AND LOVERS — MCA 60030
Choreogrpahy by Bill & Ruth Winkler

Good "Pretty Baby" music; easy two step
with a swivel,

MORNING GLORY WALTZ— Grenn 1418.,
Choreography by Fred Christopher
Good music; a flowing interesting intermediate waltz.

Vocal by Jack Jones; intermediate two step
with timing changes.

CAROLINA MOON — Telemark 889
Choreography by Lou & Mary Lucius
Very pretty music; a flowing high intermediate international waltz routine.

IF YOU PLEASE — Grenn 14190
Choreography by Al & Jean Gordon

CARNIVAL — Hoctor 1645
Choreography by Emily & Fred Leach

Good music; high intermediate to challenging waltz with some different movements.

Intermediate rhumba routine with a good
rhumba beat.

FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE — Grenn 14190
Choreography by Iry & Betty Easterday

OH ME OH MY — Grenn 14191
Choreography by Oscar & Fran Schwartz

A good fast-moving intermediate-plus two
step with good music.

Good swinging music; intermediate two

THAT SONG — Grenn 14192
Choreography by Ken Croft & Elena DeZordo
'Mod "There Goes Thet,Song Again" music;
intermediate two step.

step, with some different twists.

ALL OVER THE WORLD — Grenn 14191
Choreography by Ann & Andy Handy
Nice lilting music and a good busy intermediate waltz.

WONDERFUL RAIN — Grenn 14192
Choreography by Willie & Vonnie Stotler

PUT ON A HAPPY FACE — Telemark 1922
Choreography by Ken & Viola Zufelt

A good copy of the old classic; good intermediate two step routine. This is a nice tribute to Willie, who recently passed away.

Good music; fast moving intermediate-plus
two step.

HELLO LOVE— RCA APBO 0215
Choreography by John & Sharon Dean

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE YOUNG—
Telmark 4001; Beth & Bob Foust

Good country music; intermediate two step
with a cha cha flavor.

Pretty music and a flowing solid intermedi-

OUR DAY WILL COME — Telemark 3073
Choreography by Ray & Ellen Mill

ROSE GARDEN — Telemark 894
Choreography by Roy & Phyllis Stier

(Flip of "More") Nice music; intermediate
two step with some unusual combinations.

Good music and a flowing intermediate fox

1n.
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B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Billy and Sue Miller MAGh17, INDIANA 47555 Phone (812) 843-2491
Stretch Pants
cor.o^ medium ard tr ee lero•h
8 rows of 1
lace
on kree langrh o-d 9
rows on medium length.
White, b'ock, pink, yel•
!ow, orange, b'ue, red
and multicolor.
Sizes S-M•l•Eirl

$5.99 ea. 2 Pr. $11.00
•

ISM me
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Sissy Pants-6 rows I JCC
$4.00 plus .35 postage

ma

ndiana
residents
a dd 2%
ales tax

The shoe most scluafe
dancers wear. I2"heel
with elastic binding
around shoe. Strap
across instep.
Black & WhiteS10.50
Yellow, Pink

5
S'ilo
verran&geGold$S
11
00
125.5
Sizes 4-10, Medium
and Narrow
Postage .65. Immediate delivery.
Mil EMI En En 1=l rME En 1=1 En En 1=1
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SINGING CALLS
ALL RECORDS ARE REVIEWED AND
WORKSHOPPED BY DOUG EDWARDS.
THEY MAY BE PURCHASED FROM:
EDWARDS RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 538
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068
This month the labels have come up with
two hoedowns. Neither hoedown is great,
but both records are quite usable.
DAVE SPECIAL/DRIFTY, Jay Bar Kay
603. "Dave Special" is the best side. Both
sides have a good beat and some melody
with fine banjo pickin'.
BUTCH (Key GI/PAL MAL (Key A) Both
sides have good beat with nice fiddle and
banjo combination.
Longhorn has just come out with a new after
party record by Ray Bohn. Ray has put out
several of these after party records, all of
which are available, but this is probably his
best: ROUND DANCE MAN/HOT ROD
CALLER; Longhorn 502.
SWANEE — Jay Bar Kay 151
Caller: Ken Anderson
A great record. We just have to award the
rusty old halo to Ken Anderson this month
for such a fine contribution to square dancing. This record will be around for a long,
long time. FIGURE: Heads square thru four
hands, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run, tag
the line, face right, wheel and deal, box the
gnat, pull by, corner allemande, come back
and promenade.
MM MM GOOD — Kalox 1156
Caller: C.O. Guest
A fine easy level dance with real good Kalox
music and perfect timing by the old master
himself. C.O. Guest seldom misses when he
makes records. FIGURE: Heads promenade
half way, down the middle with a right and
left thru, turn 'em two times around, square
thru four hands, with the sides a right hand
star, heads star by the left in the middle,
swing corner and promenade.
TAKE ONE STEP— Windsor 5037
Caller: Warren Rowles
This tune made it big in the round dance
field and we are glad to see such a fine production as an easy to intermediate level
square dance. Music is good. FIGURE:

Heads flutter wheel across, same four curlique, walk and dodge, swing thru, boys run
right, wheel and deal, right and left thru,
dive thru, square thru three hands, swing
corner and promenade.
LOVE BUG ITCH— Blue Star 1982
Caller: Marshall Flippo
Blue Star's best music of the month and a
fine intermediate dance. Flip does his usual
great job of calling and choreography. FIGURE: Heads square thru four hands, right
and left thru with the outside two, rollaway,
half sashay, single circle to a wave, ladies
trade, ladies run, tag the line, face to the
right, wheel and deal, swing corner and
promenade.
WHISPERING— MacGregor 2146
Caller: Monte Wilson
We have long been in need of a good "Whispering" record since Ed Gilmore's record is
no longer available. This one is a very easy
level and can be used for class work. Callers
who have been crying for "Whispering" can
now have a fine version of the tune. FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, sides pass
thru, separate round one, in the middle
right and left thru, square thru three hands,
left allemande, partner do-sa-do, swing corner, allemande left new corner, come back
and promenade.
IT'S A SMALL WORLD— MacGregor 2148
Caller: Ralph Hill
This tune was quite popular on a couple of
other labels and this version could also become popular. The opener and ending feature "Everybody Chain" which is explained
in the idiot sheet. Old time dancers will probably remember this basic which has not
been used very much in the past ten years.
FIGURE: Heads right and left thru, swing
thru, girls fold, peel the top, pass thru, dosa-do, curlique, girls run right, star thru,
trade by, swing corner, allemande new corner and promenade.
DUM DUM— Longhom 1006
Caller: Walt McNeel
Cute music, fun level dance that could be
great for class work. FIGURE: Four ladies
chain, promenade half way, heads square
thru, do-sa-do and an eight chain four, swing
that lady and promenade.
NOTHING BUT THE BEST FOR MY BABY
Blue Star 1983; Caller: Johnnie Wykoff
A smooth easy figure with good music.
Johnnie's best calling to date is on this record. FIGURE: Four ladies chain, heads
promenade half way, sides square thru four
hands, split two around one to a line, ladies
in, men sashay, slide thru, pass thru, left al-
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lemande, come back and promenade.
ANY OLD WIND THAT BLOWS— Blue Star
1984; Caller: Nate Bliss
A smooth well-timed dance with two figures, easy and intermediate. FIGURE (easy):
Heads square thru to the corner girl, do-sado, right and left thru, rollaway, box the
gnat, make a right hand star once around,
girls turn back and swing, promenade. FIGURE (intermediate): Sides square thru to the
corner curlique, scoot back, boys fold, two
ladies chain across, send them back Dixie
style, ocean wave, slip the clutch, left allemande, swing a new gal and promenade.
BYE BYE BLACKBIRD — Hi Hat 437
Caller: Dick Waibel
Very good music, intermediate figure. With
blackbirds all over the place we really did
not need another one, but it is a good one.
FIGURE: Heads do-sa-do, square thru, right
hand star, once around, heads center left
hand star, once around find the same pair
curlique, scoot back, swing the corner,
promenade.
A LOT OF TENDERNESS— Kalox 1159
Caller: Vaughn Parrish
Good beat, easy level figure. Kalox records
seem to be going for the easy level lately
RUTH & REUEL deTURK
1606 Hopmeadow Street
Simsbury, Conn. 06070
Phone: 203-658-9417

and this type of dance seems to be selling
well. FIGURE: Heads square thru four
hands, corner do-sa-do, square thru four
hands, make a line, bend the line, up and
back, right and left thru, slide thru, swing
the corner, and promenade.
THIS TRAIN — Scope 577
Caller: Mac McCullar
Good beat, easy level, good timing. FIGURE:
Heads square thru four hands, with the sides
right and left thru, spin chain thru, star thru,
California twirl, cross trail thru, swing corner, left allemande new corner, promenade.
CHATTANOOGIE SHOE SHINE BOY—
MacGregor 2147; Caller: Kenny McNabb
Very good music and a good dance. FIGURE: Heads right and left thru, same two
cross trail, round one to a line, up and back,
right and left thru, star thru, eight chain
five, left allemande, partner do-sa-do, all
four men hit the road, meet your partner
turn thru and go left allemande, come back
and promenade.
ARISE— Longhorn 1004
Caller: Bob Augustin
FIGURE: Heads square thru four hands,
corner do-sa-do, swing thru, girls fold, peel
the top, slide thru, allemande the corner,
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turn thru, go back and swing the corner,
promenade.
MERRILY MARRY WITH MARY — Longhorn 1003; Caller: Bill Peters
Fair dance, good music. Several lines were
omitted from the call sheet. FIGURE:
Heads square thru four hands, split the sides
and make a line, up and back, pass thru,
tag the line, face in and do a right and left
thru, slide thru, corner allemande, come
back, do-sa-do, go back and Swing corner
and promenade.
C.O.D. — MacGregor 2149
Caller: Tommy Stoye
Very easy dance with good music. FIGURE:
Heads promenade half way, in the middle
right and left thru, square thru four hands,
corner do-sa-do, left allemande, turn partner right, swing corner and promenade.
SATURDAY NIGHT— Windsor 5041
Caller: Al Stevens
Fair music, good timing, easy dance. The
tune has been done before on Jay Bar Kay
and Jay Bar L. FIGURE: Four ladies chain,
heads promenade half way, lead right and
circle to a line, slide thru, do an eight chain
three, corner swing, left allemande, promenade.

THE OLDER THE VIOLIN— Longhorn
1006, Caller: Guy Poland
Good music, good dance, easy figure. FIGURE: Four men star left once around, star
promenade, back out once and a half, four
ladies chain, four girls star back, do a do
paso, turn partner left, corner right, pull by,
left allemande new corner, come back,
promenade.
ALBERTA BOUND—Jay Bar Kay 152
Caller: Red Bates
Very good music, easy level dance. Tune
was recently on another label. FIGURE:
He,ds promenade half way, down the middle, right and left thru, whirl away, half
sashay, up and back, slide thru, right and
left thru, pass thru, trade by, corner swing,
left allemande, promenade.
LET ME BE THERE—Jay Bar Kay 153
Caller: Kip Garvey
Good music, good easy level dance. FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, down the
middle, square thru four hands, swing thru
the outside two, spin the top, right and left
thru, cross trail, walk by your girl, swing
corner and promenade.
Continued on Page 72

KALOX
NEW ON KAL OX:
K-1160 UNCLE JOE HENERY'S
Flip/Inst.
Caller: C.O. Guest
K-1159 A LOT OF TENDERNESS
by Vaughn Parrish
K-1158 MM MM GOOD by C.O. Guest
K-1157 JUST BECAUSE, Bailey Campbell

Longhorn
LH-1007 THAT SAME OLD WAY
Flip/Inst.
Caller: Lee Swain
LH-1006 THE OLDER THE VIOLIN
by Guy Poland
LH-1005 DUM DUM by Walk McNeel
LH-1004 ARISE by Bob Augustin

1c:

061

Rt. 8, College Hills
Greeneville, Tenn.
RB 156
RIDIN' MY THUMB TO MEXICO
by Elmer Sheffield
RB 157
BROAD MINDED MAN
by John Hendron
RB 153

Ede,*
B-258A A FUNNY LITTLE TUNE
R/D Mixer by Earl & Rosie Rich

RED
BOOT

RB 154
RB 155

TIME TO LOVE AGAIN
by Elmer Sheffield
SATIN SHEETS
by John Hendron
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
by Bob Vinyard

B-258B MAGICAL WHEEL
Two-step by Mona & Louis Cremi
KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.
2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite, Texas 75149
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EVENTS, Continued
HAWAII— US International University, July
29-Aug. 9, Professional Workshop in American Folk Dance. Write Bob Ruff, 8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier, CA 90605.
NORTH CAROLINA— Red Boot Festival,
Crossnore, Aug. 1-3; Don Williamson, Elmer
Sheffield, Woody Christopher, McAbees,
Sloops. Write D. Williamson, College Hills,
Rt. 8 Greeneville, TV 37743.
WEST VIRGINIA— 3rd Ann. Mt. State Festival, Concord College, Athens; Aug. 2-4,
Ron Schneider, Johnny Davis, Ron & Caroline Hankey. Write Lula Baker, Rt. 3 Box
488, Princeton, WV 24740.
ARKANSAS— Dogpatch Festival, Aug. 2-4,
Harrison; Cal Golden, Bob Cone, Lovelaces.
Write J.K. & Genevieve Fancher, 407 Skyline Terrace, —Harrison, AR 72601.
SQUARE LINE, Continued

their field.
9. Why do we have a "National Square
Dance" convention? Just like Carnegie Hall, the hosting community
is the "Showcase" to the rest of the
world, offering them the best of all
square dancing activities. The feeling of excitement is everywhere at a

"National". The host community is
full of beautifully dressed women
and specially adorned men. Everybody becomes alive with the excitement of this gala event.
ENCORE, Continued

transmit through selection of music,
timing his commands, construction of
flowing dances, and most of all, teaching dancing to the beat, to his classes.
The dancer must also have a desire to
dance smoothly and take the time to
learn. Smooth execution makes square
dancing dancing.
A companion note trom the editor:
"Many people who are exposed to
roughhouse type dancing soon drop
out of the picture. Don't be the jerk
on the end of an allemande leftl"

1 1 th filoha State Square
Dance Convention-Hawaii
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REGISTRATION CHAIRMAN:
John & Charlotte Sullivan
1410 Akupa St.
Kailua, Oahu, Hawaii 96734
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GENERAL CHAIRMEN:

Day & Hazel DePahna

by Billie Gawthrop
FIND THESE WORDS:
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M.D. Howard
RT.9, Duncan
Chapel Road
Greenville SC
29609

RECENT RELEASES
HOEDOWNS
TH-503 Ticklin Banjo/ Palmetto Hoedown
TH-504 The Rebel/ Chaparral
SINGING CALLS
TB-103 MONA LISA by Glenn Walters
TB.104 JUST BECAUSE YOU ASK ME TO
by Mick Howard
COMING RF L LASES.
TH-505 Streak 'en Dolly, Key A/Streak'en Dolly, F
TH-506 Mick's Cabbage/ Journey Home
TH-507 Blue Ridge Breakdown/ Mt. Dew
TB-105 HONEYMOON FEELING
Called by Glenn Walters
TB-106 THERE WON'T BE ANY MORE
Called By Mick Howard
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places
to dance
TRAVEL CLUB INTERNATIONAL
membership entitles you to participate in
any club tour; to schedule your own tour;
to receive discounts. Write for details to:
7021 Avrum Drive, Denver, Colo. 80221.

6th ANNUAL SEPTEMBERFEST S/D Festival;
Sept. 21-28; two air-conditioned halls, Ken-i
tucky Dam Village St. Pk., Gilbertsville, Ky
F. Bedell, B. Wickers, B. Rhinerson, the Muellers.
Write Box 190, Murray, Kentucky 42071
HOG CAPITAL FESTIVAL, Kewanee, Ill.
Aug. 30--Sept. 1; Dave Lightly, Ed Fraidenburg, Jake & Lu Froeliger, Dell Trout. Write
Kewanee Kickers, P.O. Box 74, Kewanee,
Illinois 61443.

FIVE GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING —
Fun Feit, Accent on Rounds with Squares,
Rebel Roundup, Swap Shop & Fall Jubilee.
Write Fontana Village Resort, Fontana Dam,
North Carolina 28733.

3rd Annual State S/D CONVENTION, Camp
Dawson, 2 miles east of Kingwood, W.V., Labor Day Weekend, Plenty of Camping Space.
Write City Hall, Kingwood, W.V. 26537 for

PROMENADE HALL
7897 Taft St.
Merrillville, Ind. 46410
For information, call 219-887-1403
TOTAL SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM ,

SHINDIG SHORTIE, July 6-7; Dilido Hotel,
Miami Beach, FL. John Hendron, Bill & Betty Beattie; Stan & Ruth Jaynes. For brochure

1st Annual HOOSIER HUDDLE, Ft. Wayne,
Indiana; November 1,2,3. Gary Shoemake,

3rd FLAMING LEAVES FESTIVAL, sponsored by High Peaks Squares, Sept. 27-29;
Olympic Arena, Lake Placid, N.Y. Information: Bernie & Dot Baker, Box 443, Lake

Ken Bower, Betty & Clancy Mueller. Write:
I.A. Hepker, 908 E. Main, New Haven, Indiana 46774.
WORKSHOP, Continued

by John Fogg, Altadena, California
Four ladies chain and rollaway
Number 1 down the middle
Split two around one to a line
Forward four and back you reel
Forward again wheel and deal
Go across the floor, first go left
Second go right, stand behind the sides
Center four pass thru, all-8 partner trade
Trade by, centers square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads pair off (square thru)
Circle half, slide out to a two-faced line
Wheel and deal, centers in, cast off 3/4
Step ahead, trade by, pass thru
Trade by, left allemande

S/D R:CORD REVIEWS, Continued
RAMBLIN MAN— Red Boot 159
Caller: Jim Coppinger
Pretty fair Red Boot music, good intermediate dance. F IGURE: Heads square thru
four hands, corner curlique, scootback, cast
off
and then scoot back„ right and left
thru, dive thru, square thru three hands,
swing the corner and promenade.
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information.

write Dot Schmidt, 2200 Monroe St. No. 28,
Hollywood, FL 33020.

Placid, NY 12946. Phone 518-523-3154.
SEASONS IN THE SUN— Wild West 1-13
Caller: Larry Jack
FIGURE Heads curlique, boys run right,
do-sa-do, swing thru, spin the top, right and
left thru, square thru three quarters, corner
swing, left allemande new corner, promenade.
DON'T FIGHT THE FEELINGS OF LOVECross Roads 102; Caller: Dub Hayes
Very good record, both music and dance.
Tune was done before on another label. FIG
UR E: Heads square thru four hands, corner
do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run right, couples
circulate, wheel and deal, pass thru, trade
by, corner swing and promenade.
SONG AND DANCE MAN— Cross Roads
103; Caller: Mal Minshall
FIGURE: Sides square thru tour hands, split
the sides, round one to a line, pass thru,
wheel and deal, double pass thru, first two
left next two right, box the gnat, right and
left thru, square thru three hands, swing corner, allemande new corner and promenade.
DOODLE MEDLEY—
DIXIE-YANKEE
Windsor 5038; Caller: AI Stevens
FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, down
the middle, pass thru, partner trade, a quarter more to face her, turn thru, do-sa-do,
ocean wave, swing thru, boys trade, boys
run, do a partner trade, promenade.
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FOLK DANCING
By Mary Bee Jensen and Clayne R. Jensen

This book with a most colorful and
artistically designed cover will certainly
attract the attention of all who see it.
Full descriptions and instructions
for several folk dances of many countries are well written and at the end of
each explanation are "Hints for Learning" which will be most helpful. The
record to be used for each dance is also
listed.
"Folk dancing is an invitation and
an opportunity for you to learn more
about your foreign neighbors; to teach
you about their history and geography;
to give you insight into the joys of
their daily living — joys that have been
handed down thru the years; to help
you discover the backgrounds of the
countries and the people; and to help
you appreciate the cultural heritage
your ancestors have passed on to you."

Order from

Listing several social, physical and
psychological values, this book is designed to help you develop skill rapidly so that folk dancing may quickly become meaningful and enjoyable to you.
"The dances chosen from twentythree countries to be included in this
text represent a unique cross-section
of styles and techniques to give you a
broader understanding and appreciation of folk cultures of your neighboring countries."
The final chapter entitled "Test
and Evaluate Your Knowledge" is an
excellent test with the correct answers
given at the end of the test.
A glossary, bibliography, list of folk
dance records and book shops, folk
dance magazines, folk dance camps and
summer schools, make this book very
complete.

Brigham Young University Press
Provo, Utah $2.50

NEW! YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
THESE

FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS

ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS
we t the dec.: and transfer to desired s,rfece
MINIMUM ORDER 10
i
- LESS THAN 100-25c EACH a
IOC OR MORE 20c EACH
The decal has a light blue background, the dancers are
royal blue. The words "round dance," outside lines and
y" double circles are black. The club name, city and state
are in regular gold leaf, filling the ribbon area. These are
the Only colors available at this time.

A. %.,..r ?weeks Tor del, very

D D4 ,

Send tor free catalogue on badges, stickers, accessories, etc.
I

HAM

Boa 371, Champaign, Illinois 61820
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
.50.7-4R-SIDES'
Jt1Pel:6,,,drs

FORSQUAKSANCEPS
_.

How
to be a
fAV00///
Square

Dancer

FOR CALLERS: $2.00

ADAPTATIONS: $2.00

TEACHING AID
52.00

S/D CARTOONS
$1.50

SPECIAL CLOSEOUT
WHILE THEY LAST1970 edition— 50¢ ea.

COMPLETE: 55.00

A Smooth Dancer
$3.00 COPY

S/D DIPLOMAS
R/D DIPLOMAS
10c ea. or guant."
rates

THE ,AC
WINDMILL

GREAT NEW BOOK

f)(49°94e
end other rerta.....S

HASH SYSTEM 52.

S/D CARTOONS S2.

PROMOTIONAL
FOLDERS

CLIP ART

$3.00

Plus-50
f

IMOWAS.

100 $4.

See Dec.'7 2
p.36

Square Dance
Drawings, art
to dress up all
Your bulletins
flyers, ads,etc.

for details...

$3.

300(s.,510.
etc.

1974 edition
Advanced Club

54.00
74

BOOK

Another new
book —Page 60

ASK ABOU1
QUANTITY
PRICES

Christmas cards
(Buy 'em early)
$1. pkg.of 10
with envelopes

THE BEST OF
WILL ORLICH
136 pages of
Choreography, etc.
from A/SD for
almost 5 years. A
must for callers!

Order from this magazine
P 0 Box 788
Sandusky, Ohio 44870

$5.

FIINIISH LONE
I'd rather be a maybe, if I cannot be an ARE,
For maybe is a CAN BE, with a chance of reaching par,
I'd rather be a HAS BEEN than a might have been, by far
For a might have been has never been, but a HAS BEEN was an ARE!

•
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NEW CALLERS
EXPERIENCED CALLERS
ALL CALLERS

"SHAG" ULEN
FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS

There is available to you a wealth of material in our most usable "SQUARE

DANCE CALLERS REFERENCE
NOTES." Easy material, challenge ma-

I

4

Now Available —

CALLERS

terial, new material, old material, all
written by and for our members.

LIABILITY INSURANCE, too!!
For a free mailing, send a postcard to .
S/D CALLERS ASSN. SO. CALIFORNIA
16404 Ardath Ave, Gardena. Calif. 90247

KEG BRUER

•

ONE OF OHIO'S
GREAT SINGING CALLERS
"SHAG" ULEN
Box 92
Wellston, Ohio 45692
Phone: 614-384-3222

HASH OR SONG
YOU CAN'T GO WRONG

presents at

•

0 LCUI
VALLI/AIL

AMERICA'S MOST COMPLETE DANCE PROGRAM
Dancing All Year (except August)

BEGINNERS — INTERMEDIATE — ADVANCED
LOUIS & LELA LEON — Resident Round Dance Instructors

GUEST CALLERS
SUMMER PROGRAM WINTER PROGRAM
Bob Baxter
Louis Calhoun
Osa Mathews
Ralph Silvius
Bill Strickland
Kenn Reid
Jerry Thole
Nelson Watkins
Wes Wessinger

Bob Fisk
Don Franklin
Dick Houlton
Gary Shoemake
Dave Taylor
Beryl Main
Barry Medford
Roger Morris
Nelson Watkins

KEN & DEE
Golden Village has it all
at low rates a new way of life for Rovers
Write For Schedules and Reservations

ADULT TRAVEL TRAILER PARK
37250 W. Florida Ave. (Hwy. 74) Hemet, California 92343 • (714) 925-2518
75

1CKALPEF

"THAT'S RIGHT. YOU DIDN'T MAKE
"DID YOU NOTICE, HARRY, IN THAT LAST A SINGLE MISTAKE. ACCORDING TO
TIP I DIDN'T MAKE A SINGLE MISTAKE...." MY FIGURES, YOU MADE 23 OF 'EM."

ii
;

scovvecucds
NEWRELEASE
SC 578
GIVE ME FIVE MINUTES MORE

1

Caller: Jeanne Moody
Salinas, California

1
1
1
i
1
'1
1
1
h1

RECENT RELEASES:
SC577
This Train
SC576 John Henry
SC575
I Saw Your Face in the Moon
Spokane Motel Blues
111 SC574
SC573 Mm Mm Good
I SC572
Sunrise, Sunset
i

I

Box 1448
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San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 1

